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Relativity Theory
To punish me for my

ontempt of authority,

Fate has made me an authority myself.

Albert Einstein, 1930

This text is a logi al/philosophi al treatment of Albert Einstein's Relativity
Theory, refuting the temporal relativity proposed in the Spe ial Relativity
Theory, whi h refutation is, in part, supported by the General Relativity
Theory.

1

The treatment will base itself upon Einstein's so- alled popular ex-

position of Relativity Theory,

2

and from this treatment will emerge a holisti

sense of temporal and spatial relativity that is in ompatible with Spe ial
Relativity. With the proposition of the substan eless, fri tionless gravitation
spa e of density varying as gravitation strength as medium of radiation propagation, many

onrmed predi tions of Relativity Theory will be re onrmed,

while some obje tions to Spe ial Relativity, su h as the Twin Paradox, will
be validated.
Hopefully, the new perspe tives on spa e and time will make the the phenomena treated by Spe ial Relativity a

essible and understandable by many

of those whose eorts at approa hing Relativity Theory have foundered on
various obsta les, as well as to many of those too in awe of the theory to ever
have attempted an approa h. There will be no mathemati al gymnasti s in
this text, as it is a logi al examination in a language requiring no mathemati al skills on the part of the reader, but a good imagination able to visualize
both three-dimensional

ongurations and their dynami s is invaluable.

This treatment must ne essarily point out logi al aws in Einstein's reasoning, as well as problems due to his super-motivated approa h, the `leap'
that will onsider a gap bridged be ause of the paramount desire to get to the
other side, from where no one has any interest in turning around to s rutinize
the gap and question whether the bridge really was there or it was all leap.

3

This will in no signi ant way detra t from the brillian e of the genius that
was Albert Einstein, but merely establish that our imagination sometimes
takes us to
There

on lusions with impli ations beyond our own eld of expertise.

an never be any blame for posing alternate interpretations of reality

whi h one believes to be trueon the
ti

ontrary, they are ne essary for s ien-

evolution, even the ones that do not go entirely in the right dire tion,

be ause then we nd out why and are the wiser for it. There

an only be

Einstein's Relativity Theory onsists of two parts, Spe ial Relativity published in 1905
and General Relativity published 10 years later.
Translated to English by Robert W. Lawson, rst published August 19th 1920
Or rather, the ones who would make su h s rutiny ould not understand the motivation
to get to the other side, mu h less exe ute the leap.
1
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blame for hanging on to interpretations after inherent, logi al

ontradi tions

are demonstrated, or after they are shown to be in dis ord with reality. The
latter way of refutation has always been honored in physi s and other natural
s ien es, but the former way be ame in reasingly negle ted as even the theoreti al physi ists spe ialized themselves away from the logi al/philosophi al
roots of the s ien e.

Propagation of Radiation
We may assume the existen e of an aether; only we must give up as ribing
a denite state of motion to it, i.e. we must by abstra tion take from it the
last me hani al

hara teristi

whi h Lorentz had still left it. . .

But this aether may not be thought of as endowed with the quality
hara teristi

of ponderable media, as

onsisting of parts whi h may be
4

tra ked through time. The idea of motion may not be applied to it.

Albert Einstein, 1920

Imagine a

arousel with a water

annon on either side, ea h turning so as

to keep hitting you with its water beam. As the

arousel turns, the water

beams will hit you at varying speeds, even though they are both shot out
at the same, unvarying speed, be ause the

annons are in motion relative to

you, towards you while going around one side, away from you while going
around the other. The faster the
will be. If the

arousel turns, the greater the dieren e

arousel turns fast enough, it will even

ause the

annons,

when going through the fastest part of the away-side, to re ede from you
faster than they shoot out their water beam. But if arranged so the fastest
beam hits you at twi e the speed of the slowest beam, then, when they rst
start shooting, several of the fastest beams may hit you before the rst of the
slowest beams, depending on how far away you stand. It is quite an ardous
task for the imagination to visualize the sequen e, but it will su e to realize
that it will be messed up, in the sense that numbered balls in the ow of ea h
water beam, e.g. twelve at equal intervals for every revolution of the

arousel,

would not hit you in numeri al order. If sound moved through air in a similar
fashion, and someone, in pla e of one of the water

annons, was talking to

you, then the words would not rea h you in the order they were spoken. But
sound propagates through air as a medium at a speed that is

onstant relative

to the medium, so the words will rea h you in the sequen e they were spoken.
But the sounds made on the away-side will be `stret hed' a bit as they enter
the air medium in your dire tion, so the voi e will sound a bit deeper than

A popular quote based upon Einstein's address at Leiden University in 1920. It should
be added that Einstein, in the same address, points out that General Relativity repla es
`empty spa e' with ertain physi al qualities, and in this sense aether does exist, and,
Einstein ontinues, spa e without su h an `aether' is unthinkable, be ause no propagation
of radiation would then be possible.
4
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normal, while on the approa h-side the sounds will be

ompressed as they

enter the air medium in your dire tion, so the voi e will sound a bit more

5

high-pit hed than normal.

Now to lightor rather, ele tromagneti

radiation, of whi h spe trum vis-

ible light is but a small range. X-rays and gamma radiation are higher-energy
ranges of the spe trum, while mi rowaves and radio waves are lower-energy
ranges of radiation. One will use `radiation' generally (in luding `radiation
speed' rather than `speed of light'), reserving `light' for s enarios where the

6

visible aspe t plays a role, but it is all just radiation,

whi h

onsists of pho-

orresponding to the energy: The larger the photon, the

tons of various sizes,

less its energy. In terms of radiation, wavelength

orresponds to photon size,

so greater wavelength means less energy. Large photons are less dense than
small ones, and for photons it is the density alone that determines the energy.
In an eort to keep things simple, one will use only wavelength to des ribe
radiation in this treatment, but as radiation is often des ribed in terms of
its frequen y, one will des ribe the relationship between the two here: Frequen y is os illations per time interval, where one os illation is one
wave, from

rest to

omplete

rest or from trough to trough, so frequen y denotes the

number of waves one may register per time interval, whi h measure is a bit
more

omplex than the simple length of a wave. The smaller the waves, the

more waves one will register per time interval (there are no gaps between
the waves). This makes the frequen y and the wavelength inversely propor-

tional, so wavelength times frequen y always gives the radiation speed, whi h
is

onsidered to be

onstant in va uum (spa e empty of parti les), just under

300,000 km/s. When referring to radiation speed, or the speed of light, it is
always the speed in va uum that is meant, but sin e the speed in air is only
slightly less, the distin tion is not always made (the distin tion is ne essary
in water or glass, though). Hen e, with radiation speed being a known
stant under general
or frequen y)

on-

ir umstan es, one des ription of radiation (wavelength

an readily be derived from the other, by making the known

des ription the denominator of a fra tion where radiation speed is the numerator. Sound, too,

an be des ribed both by wavelength and frequen y,

the two des riptions likewise derivable from ea h other when the propagation
7
speed of sound for the given medium is known. For both, wavelength (or

It is assumed that the arousel's rotation is quite slow as ompared to the speed of
sound. At higher rotational speeds the deep-pit h↔high-pit h shifts be ome so large that
utteran es annot be interpreted. If the rotation is so fast that the sound sour e moves
toward you faster than the speed of sound on the approa h-side, you would hear the latter
part of the sound before the former, be ause the sound sour e overtakes the sound it emits,
just like a jet-plane `breaking the sound barrier,' as it was alled ba k when it was thought
unsurmountable.
Among physi ists, however, it is ommon pra ti e to use `light' in both the general
and the spe i ase.
With propagation su h as sound, it is not the medium of propagation (air or water)
that moves ahead, but alternating high-low-high-low medium densities propagating spheri ally outward from the sour e, while the (parti les of the) medium just move forth and
5
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frequen y) uniquely indi ates pit h for sound and
A binary star system

olor for light.

8

onsists of two stars orbiting ea h other, and if you

see their orbital plane edgewise, their motion relative to you will be just like
that of the water

annons on the

and their mutual orbit is

arousel, in

ase the stars are of equal mass

ir ular. If the stars emitted light like the water

annons shot water, the sequen e would be ome visibly messed up, entailing
that their mutual orbits would appear entirely

razy, whi h is not the

ase.

In fa t, radiation propagates through spa e quite similar to sound through
air (but upwards of a million times faster), and for a long time s ientists
found it natural to assume that radiation was propagating through a medium
pervading all spa e, whi h hypotheti al medium was named aether. There is
even a ni e analog to the pit h- hange (deep vs. high) of sound with mediumrelative motion (re ede vs. approa h), namely a

9

olor- hange (red-shift vs.

blue-shift).

It was assumed that Earth would be moving through this aether,

ausing

an aether `wind' relative to Earth's surfa e due to Earth's motion through
spa e in its orbit around the Sun. This should make radiation propagate a bit
faster in the dire tion opposite Earth's motion around the Sun than in the
dire tion along that motion,

10

but

lever apparatuses were

onstru ted that

would dete t su h a dieren e in propagation speed, and no dieren e was
dete ted. Rather, dieren es were measured, but they were mu h smaller
than they should have been, even if only to a

ount for Earth's velo ity

around the Sun, not to mention the Solar System's velo ity around the Milky
Way galaxy et ., whi h would be relevant if the aether was a stationary
medium of the entire Universe, and dierent versions of the experiment (at
dierent lo ations, with various improvements of the apparatus) were mu h
in disagreement, so it was a

epted that Earth does not move through an

aether.
It was then

onsidered that perhaps the aether is dragged along by mat-

11

ter, as indeed radiation is dragged along by a moving medium.

However,

radiation is only partially dragged along by a moving medium, and if,

or-

ba k, in something like a push-and-pull motion. This is also true for waves in deep water.
In the ase of olor, the eye registers the averagewave pattern from ea h small observed
area; some patterns, like pink, do not have a single wavelength, but is a ombination of
multiple wavelengths. It would not be orre t to say that the eye registers the average
wavelength from ea h small observed area; it must be the average pattern, or pink would
not be known to us.
Of ourse, the width and height of the waves are un hanged with relative motion
toward or away from them, but that does not matter to our senses; only the time it takes
for ea h wave to enter our senses matters, qualitatively (intensity matters quantitatively).
Whether it is the sour e or the observer that is moving relative to the medium does not
matter. If both sour e and observer move relative to the medium, one after the other with
un hanging distan e, the sensation is just the same as when both remain still.
Due to Earth's rotation about its own axis there would be a se ondary ee t of radiation propagating a bit faster West to East by day and East to West by night.
Radiation propagated in the dire tion of e.g. water owing through a tube will go
faster than radiation propagated through a parallel tube with non-owing water.
8
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10
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respondingly, aether is only partially dragged, there should still have been
denite results in the aether testing experiments mentioned above. The aether
would have to be dragged
was, and still is, held to

ompletely along (or nearly so) by Earth, but this
oni t with the observable phenomenon of stellar

aberration ; a teles ope pointed at a star will see that star tra e slightly differing paths a ross the teles ope's eld of view, the pattern of displa ement
repeating itself over the period of a year. Stellar aberration is explained by
Earth, in its orbit, moving `under' the star in dierent, relative dire tions
over the year, and to

at h the light of the star in the exa t

enter of the

teles ope's eld of view it is ne essary to aim a little ahead of the star's
true positionwhere `ahead' is

onsidered relative to Earth's motion around

the Sunbe ause the teles ope will have moved a small distan e `under' the
star during the time it takes the light to pass through the teles ope. This
ee t is likened to rain falling straight down on a windless day appearing
to fall slanted towards you if you start running. If the radiation moves in a
medium that is stationary with respe t to Earth, it is argued, then the radiation propagation will follow the medium, and there
ee t.

12

an be no `slanting'

Einstein's idea was that everybody will observe the same radiation speed,
whether they move toward the radiation or away from it, and so he abandoned the notion of a medium. That radiation go at the same speed in any
dire tion is

alled radiation isotropy. Without a propagation medium, in Ein-

stein's idea, radiation isotropy does not depend on where you are or how you
are moving, as long as your motion is not a

elerated or rotating; one says

that radiation isotropy is regardless of inertial frame.
imagine this, be ause how

13

It is impossible to

an someone travelling at great speed towards you

register the same radiation speed as you, when observing the same ray of
light? It is on this obsta le to understanding that the attempts of philosophers and many others to understand Relativity Theory have foundered.
However, mathemati ally it is possible for a mutually

onsistent set of equa-

tions to express just this. In fa t, just su h a set of equations had already
been developed, but they are based on the bizarre notion of lo al time, that
time is spe i

to lo al frames of referen e, as opposed to absolute time,

where time is independent of motion. It was this notion of lo al time that
Einstein endeavored to give a physi al interpretation, to justify the use of
this set of equations (transformations) as ways to translate between the lo al

There is a way to salvage the notion of omplete aether drag, if only be ause the
medium of gravitation spa e ould be onsidered to be aether that is ompletely dragged
by matter, adding only gradation of densitybut more on this later, along with the reason
stellar aberration is an observable phenomenon.
Whereever referring to radiation isotropy, it is understood in this sense; as regardless
of inertial frame. Gravitation spa e as medium, being non-homogenous, does not support
radiation isotropy in any sense, just as Einstein in General Relativity disproves radiation
isotropy in any sense. If there was a homogenous medium, su h as aether was supposed
to be, then there would be radiation isotropy in the medium, but not with respe t to a
frame of referen e in motion relative to the medium.
12
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time of
ity

ontexts in relative motion, be ause if this sense of temporal relativ-

ould not be demonstrated in an intuitive manner, then the use of the

transformations would remain a bizarre, mathemati al possibility.
Abstra tly, the transformations

an be thought of as an adjustment of

lassi al me hani s, imper eptible at speeds that are low relative to radiation speed, quite imper eptible even at a million km/h, the transformation
in reasing in signi an e more and more steeply, until terminating abruptly
in the impossibility of attaining radiation speed.

Spe ial Relativity
Con epts that have proven useful in ordering things easily a hieve su h
authority over us that we forget their earthly origins and a

ept them as

unalterable givens. Thus they might ome to be stamped as ne essities of
14
thought, a priori givens, et .
The path of s ienti progress is often
made impassable for a long time by su h errors. Therefore it is by no means
an idle game if we be ome pra ti ed in analysing long-held
on epts and showing the

ommonpla e

ir umstan es on whi h their justi ation and

usefulness depend, and how they have grown up, individually, out of the
givens of experien e. Thus their ex essive authority will be broken. They will
be removed if they

annot be properly legitimated,

orre ted if their

orrelation with given things be far too superuous, or repla ed if a new
system

an be established that we prefer for whatever reason.

Albert Einstein, 1916

In the prefa e to the popular exposition, Einstein assures us that he makes
no pretense of having withheld from the reader di ulties whi h are inherent
to the subje t, yet it nonetheless manages to be quite gentle with regard to
mathemati s, in an eort to make it a

essible.

Ideas and phenomena are interdependent. Existen e without on epts is haos, and
on epts without existen e are undened, leaving only the prin iples of pure logi . The
latter is that whi h annot be otherwise (said to be otherwise, yes, but not ( onsistently)
thought otherwise), and is thus not relative to perspe tive. A few examples: Something
annot be one way and not that way at the same time (this prin iple is very helpful in
exploring seeming paradoxes, oni ting sentiments and dieren es in what we denote by
the same words). Something annot ontain that whi h ontains it (but something may
well ontain a portion of the element in whi h it is ontained).
Pure logi is not responsible for what ategorizations are made of existen e, but we
make ategories, be ause we annot think otherwise. These ategories made, they may be
explored by logi al prin iples. Thus, there are prin iples that are not of Earthly origin,
but universal, just like mathemati s is universal; mathemati s is a subbran h of logi ,
developing from the mathemati al axioms through appli ation of generi logi to these,
yielding in reasingly spe ial logi .
But Einstein's obje tion remains valid, as universal validity is impli itly assigned to
that whi h is not (or no longer) questioned, ree ting that lo al experien e is impli itly
onsidered the totality of existen e.
14
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The treatment will follow the popular exposition
a short des ription of most se tions in
omments. Naturally, this should be
s ription impli itly

hronologi ally, giving

olored text to distinguish it from

onsidered a guideline only, as any de-

ontains interpretations, just as

omments may in lude

some se tion ontents. Expli it interpretations are not ne essarily
footnotes are

omments. Exa t quotes are not ne essarily

olored. All

olored, as they are

su iently identied by quotation marks.
The rst se tion deals quite philosophi ally with geometri

15

and the notion that something is true.

propositions,

We may use `true' to des ribe a

proposition that is logi ally dedu ible from axioms, whi h is the way it is
with geometry, and with mathemati s. Einstein pro eeds to state that the
orre tness of the axioms
tions or ideas.
is in a

16

annot be evaluated, that they are abstra t deni-

A more habitual use of `true' is to des ribe a statement that

17

ord with reality,

whi h a

ord does not

on ern geometry, being an

entirely abstra t dis ipline. Then Einstein goes on to propose merging this
abstra t paradigm of geometry with physi al reality, enabling evaluations of
fa tuality by the single proposition that two points on a pra ti ally rigid
body always
of any

orrespond to the same distan e (line-interval), independently

hanges in position to whi h we may subje t the body. This proposi-

tion is problemati , as it would not allow
with

hanges in pressure,

18

ontra tion or expansion to o

ur

so one may question this merge, even if one does

not be ome the slightest bit apprehensive at the suggestion of taking reality
into the domain of ideas.
The se ond se tion provides an introdu tion to

oordinate systems, and

the notion of relative lo ation, su h as `Trafalgar Square' in `London' on
`Earth', but also `a

loud' above `Trafalgar Square', even though the

not part of the rigid
go on to

loud is

ontext. Pursuing relative lo ation further, one might

onsider Earth's lo ation relative to the Sun, the Sun's lo ation

relative to the Milky Way galaxy and so on, until arriving at the

19

Universe, the Big Bang origin.

enter of the

Sin e su h regression of relative lo ation is

always possible, any lo ation may be indi ated in absolute spa e

oordinates

in the system whose origin is the origin of our Universe. And sin e the same
goes for relative time, an event on Earth is relative to a time line (a
of Earth, whi h again

alendar)

an be related to a time line of the Sun and so on,

until, again, arriving at the

enter of the Universe. However, the axes of the

oordinate system must be indierent to gravitational varian e, making it a

These abstra tions were intended to distra t the dogmati defen es of the readers (at
that time) linging to eu lidean geometry and newtonian physi s.
This statement is quite in a ord with Gödel's in ompleteness theorems.
Cf. deationary theories of truth.
Einstein does warn that the validity will be shown to be limited in the General Theory
Big Bang theory ame later than Relativity Theory. Einstein's rather more sophistiated theory of the Universe without a enter will be treated later. `Big Bang' is a poor
name for the event, though, as a bang ne essitates a material medium for sound propagation, and sin e no su h medium was present, the event was without sound. Hen eforth
one shall all the event the `Big Birth.'
15

16
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18

19
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oordinate system of ideal spa e, as would exist without any gravitational
variation whatsoever, as in an empty universe. In this manner absolute time
is established, and although ideal spa e is found nowhere within gravitational
rea h of an a tual universe, there will, nonetheless, be a spa e

oordinate and

a time indi ation for every moment at any lo ation. As Spe ial Relativity
is in ompatible with absolute time, this

ould be

onsidered a preemptive

refutation.
The third se tion introdu es motion as a non-absolute phenomenon, that
is, motion is a relation between oberserver and observed obje t. As example,
Einstein drops a stone from a railway

arriage going at

onstant velo ity.

To Einstein, the stone will drop straight down, but to someone observing
from the ground, the stone will follow a paraboli

traje tory. This also marks

the introdu tion of the train-and-embankment thought example that is used
throughout the next se tions.
The fourth se tion des ribes the traditional

oordinate system, in whi h

the law of inertia states that an obje t under no inuen e of for e will
tinue in a straight line or remain still. Basing su h a

on-

oordinate system on

Earth and regarding the stars, one will observe the stars to des ribe an immense

ir le in the

ourse of an atronomi al day, just like the Sun and the

Moon apparently move around Earth. Hen e the law of inertia does not hold
for obje ts far removed from Earth in a
of

oordinate system thus based. This,

ourse, is due to Earth's rotation. The proper

oordinate system to use

for obje ts away from Earth must not follow Earth's rotation.
The fth se tion introdu es the prin iple of relativity , whi h is not to be
onfused with Einstein's own Relativity Theory; the prin iple of relativity is
far older. A general statement of it is that one will derive the same physi al
laws regardless of inertial system, that is, regardless of one's relative motion,
as long as that motion is in no way a
a

elerated (or rotational, whi h involves

eleration), so there is no preferred

oordinate system in whi h physi al

laws are simpler. Einstein approves this prin iple, supporting its
mentioning that Earth orbits the Sun, and so, due to always

laim by

hanging di-

re tion, would not be able to be at rest relative to an all-en ompassing, preferred

oordinate system at all times, but would experien e annual variations

of physi al lawsand a lo ation on Earth would experien e daily variations
due to Earth's rotation about its own axis, whi h would
relative to a preferred

hange orientation

oordinate system. While not expli itly stated, it is

lear that Einstein is here referring to the experiments that failed to dete t
aether wind, the aether being the
ferred

andidate for an all-en ompassing, pre-

oordinate system, but he keeps quiet about the notion of a

dragged aether, whi h would make Earth (and any other
its own preferred

oordinate system, and thus

ompletely

onsiderable mass)

onsistent with the mentioned

la k of variations in physi al laws.
The sixth se tion deals with addition of velo ities in ` lassi al' me hani s:
If a passenger on a train walks in the dire tion of the train's motion, then
the speed of the passenger as seen by an observer on the embankment will be
9

the sum of the speed of the train relative to the embankment and the speed
of the passenger relative to the train. As mentioned earlier, this addition of
velo ities is what Spe ial Relativity wants to alter.
The seventh se tion expli itly states the apparent in ompatibility between
onstant radiation speed and the prin iple of relativity, and states the aim
of re on iling the two.

Abandoning absolute time
It has often been said, and

ertainly not without justi ation, that the man

of s ien e is a poor philosopher. Why then should it not be the right thing
for the physi ist to let the philosopher do the philosophizing? Su h might
indeed be the right thing to do a time when the physi ist believes he has at
his disposal a rigid system of fundamental laws whi h are so well established
that waves of doubt

an't rea h them; but it

annot be right at a time when

the very foundations of physi s itself have be ome problemati

as they are

now. At a time like the present, when experien e for es us to seek a newer
and more solid foundation, the physi ist
philosopher the

riti al

annot simply surrender to the

ontemplation of theoreti al foundations; for he

himself knows best and feels more surely where the shoe pin hes. In looking
for a new foundation, he must try to make
far the

lear in his own mind just how
20
on epts whi h he uses are justied, and are ne essities.

Albert Einstein, 1936

The eighth se tion prepares the atta k upon absolute time, by way of examinating the notion of simultaneity. What does it mean for two lightning

One often re ognizes deep philosophi al insights in many great s ientists, although
their navigation between them is, perhaps, less uent than it would have been, had that
been their primary in lination. Surely the assistan e and guidan e of those who are primarily thus in lined is only of value when harting new territory or proposing alternative
harting prin iples. Is that not entirely analogous to the relationship between theoretial and experimental physi ists? If experimenters a knowledged theoreti ians only while
experiments onrm theory, onsidering theoreti ians less apable than themselves of forming theories to explain unexpe ted observations, then theoreti al physi s would eventually
grow stale and wither from la k of input, and experiments would de rease be ause the experimenters were in reasingly o upied with theory, perhaps be oming the new generation
of theoreti al physi ists, while others would then have to take up experimenting...
If the stem of the tree is not a support for the bran hes, it will miss out on the nourishment gathered under the Sun by the leaves on them, and the bran hes laiming the roots
for themselves may nd the short ut less fruitful than onne ting through the stem.
On the other hand, if theoreti ians deny every obje tion from experimenters on the
grounds that theory is well-established, adamantly insisting that experiments are misinterpreted, without immersing themselves in the problem to aid in resolving the issue, what
hoi e have experimenters then, failing to interpret their experiments in other ways, but to
turn to theory themselves and attempt to x the shoe's pin h? It is not impossible, after
all, that the key to a deeper mystery should ome from an unexpe ted angle. Physi ists
are a utely aware of thisthe problem goes for the relationship between philosophy and
theoreti al physi s.
20
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strokes to hit the rails at two dierent points simultaneously ? It is suggested
that the hits will be

alled simultaneous by an observer positioned exa tly

midway between the points of impa t, who, with the aid of mirrors, is able
to observe both impa t points without turning his head, if the the ash from
ea h stroke meet where the observer is positioned. It is then put into question whether one

an be sure that the two ashes will propagate at the same

speed from ea h impa t point to the observer, yet this rhetori al obje tion
is not really pursued, but dismissed in a logi ally pe uliar turn: I maintain
my previous denition nevertheless, be ause in reality it assumes absolutely
nothing about light. There is only one demand to be made of the denition of simultaneity, namely, that in every real
an empiri al de ision as to whether or not the

ase it must supply us with
on eption that has to be

dened is fullled. That my denition satises this demand is indisputable.

A → M

That light requires the same time to traverse the distan e
the path

B→M

as for

is in reality neither a supposition nor a hypothesis about

the physi al nature of light, but a stipulation whi h I

an make of my own

freewill in order to arrive at a denition of simultaneity.
impa t points, and

M

A

and

B

are the

the exa t midway point. This, then, is the assumption

of radiation isotropy in the referen e frame of the observer, that
su h that light takes the same time to rea h it from
(one hopes for non-u tuating

limati

denition is just a denition, with no

A

and

B,

M

is

hosen

respe tively

onditions). Note that the proposed
laim to be the denition. An equally

valid denition would be to measure the the travel time of

urrents indu ed

by the lightning strokes. Another equally valid denition would be to measure by the sound of two pebble impa ts in pla e of the two lightning strokes
(more on these alternative denitions below).
Einstein's denition of simultaneity, then, is arbitrary, not ne essary. As
su h, it will not do for altering an idea. Rather, the denition gives meaning
to the idea by way of experien e, but altering the idea on the basis of a
parti ular mode of observation, although

ommonpla e, is not valid. Altering

the mode of observation readily leads to another aspe t of the idea, but ideas

have aspe ts, they

annot be one (or a subset) of their aspe ts, be ause then

the idea would be less than itself, but one may well dene aspe ts of an
idea to be a new idea. Hen e, Einstein's denition thus far

ould be

alled

`radiation-based apparent simultaneity,' but the idea of simultaneity is left
unaltered.
The ninth se tion introdu es a train passing by at the time of the lightning strokes. The train is long enough to extend beyond both impa t points.
Einstein then poses the question whether the lightning strokes that were
per eived as simultaneous by the observer on the railway embankment will
also be per eived as simultaneous by the observer on the train, if the same
denition of simultaneity is now applied to the referen e frame of the train.
′
The midway point on the embankment orresponds to a midway point, M
on the train at the instant of impa t (as judged from the embankment). The
observer on the train, then, would

onsider the lightning strokes simultaneous
11

by the proposed denition if the ashes meet at his position. Now in reality
( onsidered with referen e to the railway embankment) he is hastening towards the beam of light
beam of light
emitted from

oming from

oming from

B

A.

B,

whilst he is riding on ahead of the

Hen e the observer will see the beam of light

earlier than he will see that emitted from

A.

take the railway train as their referen e-body must therefore
lusion that the lightning ash

A.

B

Observers who
ome to the

on-

took pla e earlier than the lightning ash

One wonders why a referen e to the railway embankment is employed at

this point in des ribing the experien e of the observer on the train. Certainly,
the simultaneity established for the observer on the embankment made no
re ipro al referen e to the passing train. This misstep, then, is the origin
of as ribing appearan es in one inertial frame to the reality of anotherthe
origin of all the

onfusion. It is hardly noti eable, hidden in a parentheti

remark, pre eded by `in reality,' whi h would be

orre tly pla ed without the

parentheti al remark, with gravitation spa e as propagation medium. Let the
lightning ashes be ree ted into the train immediately after impa t, and
then ree ted again toward the observer on the train (assuming the whole
train to be a single big

ar) to make it obvious that the light now propagates

in the inertial frame of the train; if isotropy regardless of inertial frame is
assumed, it follows that the travelling observer will experien e the ashes to
meet at his position.
Indeed, at the end of the eleventh se tion, after appli ation of the mathemati al transformations mentioned earlier, Einstein arrives at the result that
the light does propagate at the same,

onstant radiation speed in the inertial

frame of the train as in the referen e frame of the embankment. Hen e, the
two observers' disagreement on simultaneity was used to justify introdu tion
of transformations, the

onsequen e of whi h is that the two observers would

not disagree in the rst pla e a
This is the most

ording to Einstein's test of simultaneity.

ru ial, logi al aw in Einstein's thought experiment, the

missing bridge a ross the gap.

21

It illustrates how natural it is to

onsider

Earth (the embankment) the primary frame of referen e, as well as how natural it is to

onsider motion relative to the light, even within a spe i

frame, although this spe i ally

ontradi ts the

on lusion that is aimed for.

Rather, radiation propagates in the medium of gravitation spa e
that whi h

reated by

onstitutes the primary frame of referen e: Earth. The two ob-

servers would indeed disagree on simultaneity a

ording to the test proposed

by Einstein, be ause the medium of radiation propagation is not
the

inertial

arried by

ar.
Regarding arbitrariness of the

hoi e of test of simultaneity; using the

Later one will outline Ri hard Feynman's version of the thought experiment, in whi h
radiation isotropy and the prin iple of relativity is onsistently honored, at the ost of
dealing only with appearan es to observers in other inertial frames, whi h, in the ontext
of Einstein's thought experiment, pretty mu h amounts to saying that to the observer on
the embankment it will seem that the observer on the train is moving relative to the points
of impa t, and vi e versa.
21
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alternate test of measuring sound from pebble impa ts, the result will be
that the two observers will agree on simultaneity, be ause air, the medium of
sound propagation here, is

arried

ompletely in a

losed train

ar, hen e the

observer on the train would experien e the sounds to meet at his position, just
like the observer on the embankment would experien e the sounds to meet at

his position, but the observers would, of
other when this o
roof of the

ourse, no longer be opposite ea h

urred. Tweaking this alternate test by removing walls and

ar, leaving only a metal frame for the pebbles to hit, the two

observers will no longer agree on simultaneity by the sound test, be ause the
air is no longer

arried by the open

ar. The result of using

metal frame for the test of simultaneity would approa h the
test, to the extent that

urrent is

arried

urrent in the

losed- ar sound

ompletely by the metal frame.

Time dilation and length ontra tion
The transformation formulas that Einstein sought to utilize require not only
lo al time, but also length

ontra tion of obje ts in motion. In the tenth

se tion Einstein suggests that the length of the train as measured on the
train itself, may not be equal to the length of the train as measured from
the embankment while it passes by. However, the se tion does not attempt
to demonstrate length

ontra tion, but the suggestion that the two mea-

surements may dier is rather a prefa e to introdu ing the transformations,
whi h is done in the eleventh se tion. The

onsequen e of the formulas is

that moving inertial frames experien e time dilation and length
that is, time goes more slowly and matter is

ontra tion,

ompressed in the dire tion of

motion, not as measured within the inertial frame, but as measured from the
referen e frame it passes through, e.g. the embankment. But when the ee ts
are only proposed to exist from the perspe tive of an external frame of referen e, when no inertial frame is

onsidered more primary than others, they

an be no more than apparent ee ts. Originally the transformations were
devised in defense of the aether notion, and aimed to translate appearan es
to and from the primary frame of referen e (the aether), and in this

on-

text the transformations would have predi ted real time dilation and length
ontra tion ee ts. Einstein `lifted' the transformations out of this intended
ontext, abandoned the notion of a naturally primary frame of referen e (the
medium) and arrived at the mathemati al abstra tion of radiation isotropy
regardless of inertial frame.
Ex ept, he

ould not really abandon the naturally primary frame of ref-

eren e that is Earth, or, more spe i ally, the embankment. It is one thing
to assert a prin iple, another to follow it

onsistently.

After the eleventh se tion saw the transformations introdu ed, the twelfth
se tion goes on to des ribe how the transformations entail time dilation and
length

ontra tion. It is also pointed out that, as a mathemati al onsequen e

of the formulas, radiation speed

annot be attained, be ause that would

involve division by zero, and even higher speeds would

13

ause some of the

transformations to give the result of going ba k in timeex ept the invalidity
of division by zero pre ludes the possibility of passing radiation speed in
the rst pla e. But what is speed measured relative to? Any su h frame
of referen e is ne essarily arbitrary, sin e the theory

laims any frame of

referen e to be equally valid. This problem was pointed out in the famous
Twin Paradox:
One twin remains on Earth, while the other sets out to explore the Universe in a spa eship. If time goes more slowly in the inertial referen e frame
that is in motion, the travelling twin will age more slowly, and, returning,
will thus be younger than the twin who remained on Earth. Ex ept, to the
travelling twin it is the Earth that is in relative motion, so whi h twin is it,
exa tly, who will experien e the time dilation of motion? The arguments out
of the twin paradox, though generally a

epted, were rather ad ho ; the twin

travelling in the spa eship is the one experien ing the a
to attain a speed

lose enough to radiation speed that the time dilation of

the transformation
by a

eleration ne essary

an be ome appre iable, then the de eleration followed

eleration in the opposite dire tion to return to Earth, and nally de-

eleration to slow down before landing. Note that, around the journey's turn
from outbound to homebound, the travelling twin rst de elerates to
to a stop relative to Earth, then a

ome

elerates to go in the opposite dire tion. If

the travel speed both ways is nine tenths of radiation speed, then the return
speed is eighteen tenths of radiation speed relative to the inertial frame of
the travelling twin just before
arguments of a

ommen ing de eleration. Aside from this, the

eleration to indi ate whi h frame is the one in motion might

suggest that the time dilation would somehow be proportional to the experien ed a

eleration, but the time dilation ee t was introdu ed for moving

inertial frames (spe i ally not a

elerated), and besides, the a

eleration

pro esses undergone by the travelling twin are nite, saying nothing about
how long time the traveller spends at non-a

elerated

ruise speed in between.

Further, as Einstein points out in General Relativity, a
equivalent to gravitational a

elerated motion is

eleration, so the spa e traveller may a tually

experien e a smaller sum of a

eleration over time than the twin remaining

under the inuen e of Earth's

onstant gravitational a

A

eleration.

ording to the later Big Birth theory and expansion of the Universe,

it is re ognized that the Earth-relative motion of very distant stars ex eed
radiation speed. It does not mean that radiation from su h stars will never
rea h Earth, be ause as the radiation travels towards Earth it will gradually
enter spa e expanding away from Earth at less than radiation speed, meaning
also that it will gradually move away from the star emitting it at more than

22

radiation speed.

But if a bullet was shot away from the star at radiation

speed (or an insigni ant fra tion less) it would never rea h Earth, but would

The wavelength of the radiation will gradually lengthen due to the expansion, though,
thus `exhausting' the energy of the starlight, so light emitted by the star will be far below
the visible range on e it arrives.
22
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experien e the stars to y past at gradually slowing speeds, until rea hing
a region of spa e in whi h it is more or less stationary relative to the lo al
gravitation spa e. Due to

ontinued expansion, the now stationary bullet

will then, gradually, re ede both from Earth and the star from whi h it
originated. By the same reasoning, a spa eship might leave Earth, a

elerate

to half the speed of radiation, Earth-relative speed, then pro eed at

onstant

velo ity and eventually rea h a region of gravitation spa e relative to whi h
it is stationary, where it may wait for universal expansion to in rease its
Earth-relative speed to more than radiation speed. It is argued that this
relative speed ex eeding radiation speed is not in disagreement with Spe ial
Relativity, but the arguments are far too mathemati ally sophisti ated for
this one to followand unne essary, if one does not wish to defend Spe ial
Relativity.

Relativisti addition of velo ities
The thirteenth se tion pro eeds with addition of velo ities. In
hani s the result would be the simple sum,

23

lassi al me-

as was des ribed in the sixth

se tion. Physi al justi ation for applying the transformationsthat make
the result less than the simple sum, though only noti eably so for speeds
signi ant as

ompared to radiation speedis sought in the observable phe-

24

nomenon that radiation is partially dragged by a moving medium,
as liquid in a tube. In a

su h

ordan e with the prin iple of relativity we shall

ertainly have to take for granted that the propagation of light always takes
pla e with the same velo ity

w with respe

t to the liquid, whether the latter is

in motion with referen e to other bodies or not. The velo ity of light relative
to the liquid and the velo ity of the latter relative to the tube are thus known,
and we require the velo ity of light relative to the tube. Simple addition of
velo ities (the velo ity of radiation in the liquid plus the velo ity of liquid
relative to the tube) will not give the

orre t, measurable result of the ra-

diation's velo ity relative to the tube. There happens to be, Einstein states,
a quite

lose quantitative

orresponden e between the

al ulated results ob-

tained by applying the transformations and measured results. However, it
is also observable that radiation of dierent wavelengths (light of dierent
olors) is dragged dierently by the same medium, making

olors at one end

of the spe trum go faster than those at the other end of the spe trum, so the
lose

orresponden e stated by Einstein must be as

ompared to measure-

ments with radiation of just the right wavelength, or with the liquid owing
at just the right speed. There is no wavelength dierentiation in Spe ial Relativity, so rather than the radiation propagating a

ording to the referen e

Assuming motion to be in the same dire tion.
It must be noted here that photons propagate somewhat slower through most matter
than through `empty' spa e; its speed is very slightly redu ed through air, and rather
more signi antly redu ed through water, even more through glass and more yet through
diamond.
23
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frame of the liquid, it is ne essary that the moving liquid partially drags the
radiation.
It was not the intent of the se tion to derive a modied way of adding
velo ities, though, only an attempt to justify the use of the already adopted
transformations and the way of adding velo ities pres ribed by them, whi h
is what serves to validate the possibility of a single ray of light being experien ed to have the same speed by multiple observers travelling with dierent
velo ity along the dire tion of the light ray's propagation. Imagine a dozen
spa eships of identi al built own into dierent lo ations in spa e along the
same, straight line. To make it obvious that no medium of propagation is
arried, the spa eships are merely platforms, and at ea h end of ea h platform is a devi e for registering light passing through it. The `platforms' are
now a

elerated towards ea h other in su h a way that they will all pass

ea h other at the same lo ation, moving at various signi ant fra tions of
radiation speed. It is arranged that a wide ray of light rea hes them all at
the exa t time when they are all aligned beside ea h other. Spe ial Relativity
now states that they will all measure the same speed of the light ray, with
the measuring devi es at either end of ea h platform. On ea h platform the
observer then proje ts how long it will take for the light to rea h a

ertain

planet, the distan e to whi h is known to all observers. Ea h observer, measuring the same radiation speed a ross the platform,

ounting also on the

light to propagate away from the platform at that speed, would proje t that
the light ray will rea h the planet at radiation speed faster than the platform is approa hing the planet, thus arriving at dierent results.
of

ourse, only one

orre t proje tion, as

25

There is,

an be testied by an observer on

the planet in question. Spe ial Relativity might like to employ its adjusted
addition of velo ities, but there is no room for it from the point of view of
the observers on ea h platform, be ause the platforms are not

ontra ted in

length in their own frame. The transformations would, however, work out
ni ely from the point of view of the observer on the planet.
Imagine another s enario where two meteors moving in the same dire tion
pass Earth at the same time, one at a third of radiation speed, the other at
two thirds of radiation speed, both shooting a harpoon into the planet, the
slower meteor also shooting a harpoon into the faster meteor. Unbreakable
wire is atta hed to the harpoons, and is unreeled without fri tion from plentiful supplies. Intuitively (and in a
assume that wire from the dire t

ord with

lassi al me hani s) one would

onne tion between Earth and the faster

meteor would unreel at two thirds of radiation speed, while wire would unreel
from the slower meteor at one third of radiation speed in both dire tions. Speial Relativity says otherwise. If the faster meteor moves at a

ertain speed

away from the slower meteor, and the slower meteor moves at a

ertain speed

away from Earth, then the faster meteor will move away from Earth at less

The platforms moving to re ede from the planet ount their planet-relative speed as
a negative approa h in this al ulation.
25
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than the sum of the two speeds. If the slower meteor passes Earth at one
third of radiation speed, and the faster meteor passes the slower one at one
third of radiation speed, still passing Earth at the same time, then, a
ing to Spe ial Relativity, this is a

ord-

ompletely dierent s enario, in whi h the

faster meteor will move away from Earth at three fths of radiation speed
rather than two thirds, that is, less wire is unreeled from the faster meteor's
onne tion to Earth than the sum of wire unreeled from the slower meteor.

Review
The fourteenth se tion states that natural laws should hen eforth be
sidered
the

ovariant under the relativisti

on-

transformations, rather than under

lassi al transformations, as hitherto a

epted. The new way of adding

velo ities, as treated above, is an example of this.
The fteenth se tion expli itly a knowledges that Spe ial Relativity is
based upon ndings in the area of ele tromagnetism, the laws of whi h are
un hanged by Spe ial Relativity. However, the laws of ele tromagnetism are
most denitely

ompatible with a medium of propagation as well, sin e su h

a medium was assumed by the s ientists deriving and formulating the laws.
As gravitation spa e is at rest relative to Earth that is the lo al

ause of it,

apparatus (su h as that designed to dete t aether wind) stationary on Earth
will naturally give eviden e to the notion of isotropy. But if the apparatus is
in horizontal motion through Earth's gravitation spa e, or put on a spa eship
going away from Earth's lo al gravitational dominan e and into that of the
Sun, then gravitation spa e will be revealed as medium, as the rest frame of
the apparatus (the vehi le) will then be of insu ient mass to

onstitute a

lo al `override' of the surrounding gravitational eld.
The se tion also introdu es the famous mass-energy equivalen e, E =
2
mc , whi h is most widely known for non-moving mass; if the mass is in motion, it has more energy. But if motion is only a matter of whi h arbitrary
frame of referen e one

hooses to observe from, then neither mass nor energy

would be of any denite amount. With gravitation spa e as medium of propagation, there is a denite frame of referen e relative to whi h a mass may
be in motion, and radiation from it would then, upon entering the medium,
have its wavelength de reased, thus in reasing the energy of the radiation relative to the energy the same radiation would have had had the mass been
stationary in the medium. This is an average ee t; if radiation is emitted
opposite the dire tion of the movement of the mass, its wavelength in reases
as it enters the medium, thus making its energy less than the energy the same
radiation would have had had the mass been stationary in the medium, but
as radiation o

urs equally in all dire tions, it will, on average, gain energy

upon entering the medium proportional to the medium-relative speed of the
mass. It is

ertainly true that a meteor will hit a spa eship harder if it ies

head-on into it at great speed than if it just boun es it gently in a do king
maneuver, but there is no reason to as ribe the energy of relative motion to
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the meteor rather than the spa eship if there is no medium.
Finally, the se tion states that all ele tromagneti
as propagation of gravitational elds, o

propagation, as well

ur at radiation speed. If one merely

adds relative to the medium the prin iple is inta t.

Predi ted and explained ee ts
The sixteenth se tion notes Spe ial Relativity's
aberration, whi h is a natural
propagation.

26

ompatibility with stellar

onsequen e of there being no medium of

But the medium of gravitation spa e is also fully

ompatible

with stellar aberration, the explanation of whi h was promised earlier. The
medium of gravitation spa e is non-homogenous, having greater density
to the masses

loser

ausing the gravitation. If ideal spa e has a xed medium den-

sity, then there will be in reasingly more than one ideal spa e unit worth of
medium pa ked into one ideal spa e volume (as superimposed on real spa e)
as gravitation spa e density in reases. Radiation traverses one ideal spa e
unit length of ideal spa e medium density per xed time interval, so when
the medium density in reases, radiation traverses less than one ideal spa e
unit length (as superimposed on real spa e) per xed time interval. Additionally, radiation travels by the qui kest path, as demonstrated in quantum
ele trodynami s.

27

Mirages are observable examples of light following the

qui kest path (through warmer air, lower atmospheri

pressure and less hu-

midity) rather than the shortest path. And nally, Earth's gravitational eld
is propagated at radiation speed throughout the Solar System's gravitation
spa e. It follows that the qui kest path must enter Earth's lo al gravitation
density a little ahead of Earth's motion around the Sun, in order to lessen
the distan e that must be traversed through in reased medium density. The
stellar aberration ee t would be more pronoun ed if Earth had more mass.
It is somewhat analogous to the more visible ee t of sh seemingly being
farther away than they really are,

28

ex ept variations in density of the sub-

stan eless gravitation spa e has the same ee t on all wavelengths, whereas
substan es (air, water, glass et .) has a prismati
slowing dierent wavelengths to dierent degrees,

ee t on in oming light,

29

ausing a separation of

olors. Also, the light moves slower through air than spa e,
in rease the stellar aberration, in luding a slight prismati

ontributing to

30

ee t.

As des ribed earlier, it would then be exa tly equivalent to straight-falling rain appearing to fall slanted to someone running through it.
Rather, radiation travels by all paths, but most of it travels by the qui kest path, and
the alternative paths are symmetri al around the qui kest path and an el out, leaving
only the qui kest path as apparent position of the sour e.
When the sh are some distan e below the water's surfa e, and they are observed from
some distan e above the water's surfa e.
Just like substan es drag dierent wavelengths to dierent degrees, as mentioned in
the ontext of radiation being dragged by liquid owing through a tube.
The prismati ee t of the atmosphere is visible as variation in the olor of the sky
on a lear day, the sky being more blue farther from the Sun, sin e blue light is the visible
26
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28

29

30
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Spe ial Relativity does a

ount for the ee t of radiation hanging appar-

ent wavelength when one moves relative to it, although this is not mentioned
in Einstein's popular exposition. It is not ne essary to develop here; it is, of
ourse,

onsistent with experien e, but it is mu h more simply explained in a

medium, as has already been done. Earth's motion relative to stars
their

hanges

olor by this ee t.

The remainder of the se tion deals with the earlier aether notions, although skipping the version with

ompletely dragged aether, but this has all

been in luded in the introdu tion to this treatment.

Four-dimensional spa e-time
The meaning of relativity has been widely misunderstood.
Philosophers play with the word, like a
Relativity, as I see it, merely denotes that

hild with a doll.

ertain physi al and me hani al

fa ts, whi h have been regarded as positive and permanent, are relative with
regard to ertain other fa ts in the sphere of physi s and me hani s.
31
It does not mean that everything in life is relative
and that we have the
right to turn the whole world mis hievously topsy-turvy.

Albert Einstein, 1929

As Spe ial Relativity

onsiders time intervals meaningless without also men-

tioning the frame of referen e, it is a natural fourth

omponent of spa e

indi ations, and never an independent or absolute indi ation. Like Spe ial
Relativity's version of temporal relativity is unique, so, too, its version of
four-dimensional spa e.

radiation that is most ae ted by the prismati ee t (its wavelength is smaller than that
of other light, and it is `bent' more sharply upon entering the atmosphere). The prismati
ee t is mu h more pronoun ed through water, as an be seen in a rainbow, whi h oers
an exquisite wavelength spe trum of light. Of ourse, the ee t upon light from a single,
distant star is quite small, as it is but a pinpri k on the huge atmospheri prism.
But most things in life are relative to our perspe tive (point of view), the hange of
whi h may alter our very lives and estimation thereof. Relativity is the prin iple of ognition that we are onned to perspe tives out of an innite potential, the a knowledgement
of whi h inspires agility therein. It may well be argued that ognition is a dimension in
addition to time and the three spatial dimensions, when onsidering that a potentially
innite variation of interpretations is possible for ea h event, just like ea h lo ation has a
temporal ontinuity, ea h spa e an innity of planes, ea h plane an innity of lines and
ea h line an ininity of points.
Somehow it ame about that all relativity notions were onsidered dubiously inspired
from Einstein's Relativity Theory, although even physi s' own prin iple of relativity is far
older. The ognitive relativity prin iple, that per eption depends upon perspe tive (inluding psy hologi al and so ial ba kground, mood, et .) has been explored for thousands
of years, not least by poets who must ne essarily shift their own perspe tive to bring
their hara ters to life. This ognitive relativity is just not ommonly appre iated in any
signi ant depth. Commonly, one equates one's own notions of reality with the reality.
Argumentation is futile unless minds are humble and open to other ways of thinking, and
to a hieve this openness one must rst defeat one's ego.
31
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The more intuitive version of temporal relativity was outlined earlier in
this treatment; it has to do simply with translation between time lines, and,
in the

urrent

ontext, espe ially to and from

ontaining gravitation spa e

systems, Earth, the Solar System, the Milky Way et .
The more intuitive version of four-dimensional spa e deals simply with
the time line of every lo ation; the history of the lo ation. In this version,
indi ations of an event must also in lude both spa e
to a lo al referen e frame or universal ideal spa e

oordinates (relative

oordinates) and a time

indi ation (relative to a known time line, possibly the time line of the Universe), but a time interval is the same everywhere, as it
into universal time. Of

an be translated

ourse, the universal time line is foremost a possibil-

ity ; the very large numbers would be very

umbersome to handle in daily

use, as would any

alendar remaining in use for billions of years. And uni-

versal, ideal spa e

oordinates are also foremost a possibility, due to the very

rapid motion, swirls within swirls within swirls, of gravitation spa e through
the universal ideal

oordinate system. But relative ideal spa e distan es are

required for trigonometry to work; trigonometri al
good as ideal spa e distan es

al ulations are only as

an be approximated.

Spa e and time are not absolutely inseparable in physi al existen e, but
motion makes them so. In the outer darkness, farther away from the

enter

of the Universe than radiation speed times the age of the Universe (what
may be
is no

alled the expanding radiationsphere), time has no meaning, as there

hange, nothing visible, unless it

an be brought out therenot until

the radiationsphere arrives. To an entity brought out there, it would likely
rather seem that spa e had no meaning, be ause

ognitive a tivity would

give a measure of time. Even if spa e and time were absolutely inseparable
in physi al existen e, it does not entail equivalen e of all four spa e-time oordinates to enable four-dimensional transformations of spa e-time dieren es,
in whi h transformations temporal dieren e may be
spatial dieren e and vi e versa, as is the

onverted, in part, to

ase with the transformations em-

ployed by Spe ial Relativity. Shape and mattershape and energy, to be
more pre isemight also be
not mean that shape

an be

onsidered physi ally inseparable, but that does
onverted to energy and vi e versa; the shape

of a football has no momentum. Everything in existen e has multiple ideas
applying to it, but even though they may be inextri ably joined in that existen e, it does not join the ideas in an inseparable
equivalen e, but the
This almost
refutations were

ompound idea may well be

ompound of internal

onsidered a new idea.

on ludes the treatment of Spe ial Relativity. Hopefully the
lear, without detra ting from Einstein's a ute, philosoph-

i al dierentiation of various notions of truth.
detra t from the immensely important physi al
mass-energy equivalen e, all
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Of

ourse, nothing

ould

lari ation revealed by the

on eived by his mid-twenties, along with other

ground-breaking dis overies. The mental a robati s of Spe ial Relativity em32

More on Einstein's per eptions of truth in the hapter `On Evolution of S ien e.'
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bedded its logi al aws as well as any paradox might, making it extremely
hallenging and interesting to solve, and all the other physi s that had to
be digested for this purpose turned out treasure troves of insights into the
dynami s all around us,

ontributing to making the task worthwhile.

General Relativity
I was sitting in a
thought o

hair in the patent o e at Bern when all of sudden a

urred to me: If a person falls freely he will not feel his own

weight. I was startled. This simple thought made a deep impression on me.
It impelled me toward a theory of gravitation.

Albert Einstein, 1922, re alling event in 1907
The theory of General Relativity was published ten years after Spe ial Relativity. The popular exposition is an exposition of both theories (with

on-

tinued se tion numbering).
The eighteenth se tion is mostly a short reiteration of Spe ial Relativity,
followed by an introdu tion to the aim of General Relativity, whi h is to
in lude all sorts of motion (in luding a

elerated motion and rotation), in a

ommon relativity prin iple, rather than just inertial motion to whi h Speial Relativity

onned itself. A primary fo us in General Relativity is the

phenomenon of gravitation, whi h is given brilliant treatment from various
perspe tives.
The nineteenth se tion asserts the physi al reality of elds, as in ele tromagneti

and gravitational elds, as opposed to a tion at a distan e; there

a tually is something between the Earth and the Moon, and between a magnet and a pie e of iron,

ausing the attra tion. These real elds exist as mu h

in `empty' spa e as in Earth's atmosphere. If there were no medium, then
there would have to be something travelling through spa e to
eld. With a medium there is also the possibility of ee ts
as is the

onstitute the

onstituting elds,

ase with the density variations of gravitation spa e (mediumless

interpretation of gravitation has hypothesized `gravitons' to
the attra tion, like photons are supposed to
repulsion of

ommuni ate

ommuni ate the attra tion and

harges, in spite of the la k of energy loss whi h su h

ontinual,

unidire tional emission would seem to entail).
The rst extraordinary insight into gravitation, that inertial mass equals
gravitational mass, is explained in the twentieth se tion: Someone subje ted
to a

onstant a

eleration through spa e might be forgiven for assuming

the presen e of a gravitational eld instead of motion at in reasing velo ity.
Might all gravitation then only be an apparent ee t, what is often
a pseudo for e? Einstein states that it is impossible to

alled

hoose a frame of

referen e that makes Earth's gravitational eld disappear in its entirety. Yet
one might obje t that in orbit around Earth no a
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eleration is experien ed,

at least not if one is unable to determine that one is des ribing an orbit rather
than standing still or moving in a straight line.
The twentyrst se tion restates the requirement of a general relativity
theory, that it

an des ribe motion even from the point of view of an observer

that is undergoing a

elerated motion.

The twentyse ond se tion des ribes how a ray of light will not seem to
go straight to someone a

elerated past it, but that it will des ribe a

Sin e gravitation works just like a

urve around massive obje ts su h as the Sun, if moving su iently
past it. This predi tion was
stars

urve.

elerated motion, it follows that light will
lose

onrmed during a subsequent Solar e lipse;

lose to the Solar disk appeared to be farther out from the disk than

their true position, as established when the Sun is elsewhere. This disproves
radiation isotropy. A

urvature of rays of light

an only take pla e when

the velo ity of propagation of light varies with position. And the spe ial
theory of relativity

annot

laim an unlimited domain of validity; its results

hold only so long as we are able to disregard the inuen es of gravitational
elds [. . . ℄. Thus Einstein proposes that Spe ial Relativity, rather than being
dis arded

ompletely, lives on as a limiting ase. As gravitation is re ognized

to be an important fa tor inuen ing the path of radiation, and the thought
experiment of Spe ial Relativity took pla e on the surfa e of a planet, it
would have been prudent to

reate a new version of the thought experiment

outside gravitational inuen es. The la k thereof is easily remedied, though:
Consider two spa eships passing ea h other. They are of identi al built
and symmetri al lengthwise, and there is an observer in a spa e suit on ea h
ship, and a one kilometer wide gap in the hull of ea h ship, through whi h
gaps the observers

an see ea h other's ship, as well as ea h other. On e more

assuming radiation isotropy regardless of inertial frame, the observers

annot

tell whether they are going in dierent dire tions, or one is at rest and the
other going past or vi e versa, or if they are going in the same dire tion, one
faster than the other. There is no lightning in spa e, and testing by sound will
not work as sound propagation requires a medium of substan e, but one ship
might have a lamp embedded near ea h end of the gap, with the observer
positioned exa tly midway between them. To avoid
and length

omplexities of wiring

ontra tion of same, the lamps are made to blink using a lever

system from observer to ea h lamp, su h that if the observer gives the levers
a slight push, both lamps will blink, and, Spe ial Relativity would

laim, the

observer on the ship would register the blinks simultaneously. What about the
observer in the other ship? Following the train-and-embankment example, the
lamps should blink when the two observers are exa tly opposite ea h other.
The passing observer should not be farther away from the lights than the
other observer, be ause this would make the distan e the light must travel to
one observer dierent from the distan e it must travel to the other observer,
whi h would introdu e an unwarranted
pass extremely

omplexity. Therefore the spa eships

lose to ea h other, and the observer on the ship with the

lamps stand a little farther ba k from the gap than the passing observer in
22

his identi al ship, so they are equally distant from the straight line between
the lamps. Where, now, is the reason to think that the passing observer will
not experien e simultaneity just as well as the other observer? At the moment
the ships pass, one may even question whi h ship the lamps belong to.
The notion of radiation isotropy regardless of inertial frame (due to la k
of medium)

an now be stated more

learly; radiation always rea hes an

observer at radiation speed. This was what experiments (using stationary
apparatus) had demonstrated on Earth, and it was what the transformations were devised to ree t in the referen e frame of the medium. But upon
abandoning the medium while maintaining the validity of this isotropy priniple in any inertial frame, the

onsequen e be ame that radiation should

propagate at radiation speed relative to the observer or the equipment it will
eventually en ounter, whi h it would have to know at the outset to adjust
its velo ity a

ordingly. Furtherif that is not su iently absurdit would

entail that there would be no

onstant radiation speed, or rather,

onstant

radiation speed is absolutely dened relative to the observer, whi h would
make all radiation in the Universe propagate observer-dependently. In other
words, it would give individual perspe tive absolute validity, whi h is a
tradi tion (but a ni e

hallenge to let imagination play with the

on-

onsequent

intersubje tive perspe tive).
The twentythird se tion goes on to

onsider rotating motion, by example

of a rotating disk. Here is another analogy to gravitation, namely the seeming a

eleration toward the edge of the disk, in reasing as one approa hes

the edge from the

enter. It is the reverse s enario of mass-gravitation, but

it would do ni ely as gravity environment on a wheel-shaped spa e station.
Einstein goes on to analyze identi al
ativity to

on lude that

lo k at the

lo ks, unfortunately using Spe ial Rel-

lo ks near the edge of the disk go more slowly than a

enter. This is unfortunate sin e he had just a knowledged that

Spe ial Relativity does not apply in the presen e of gravitation, and that
the rotating disk

reates a

eleration that is analogous to gravity. Besides, it

would be better to use something simpler than

lo ks for identifying tempo-

ral properties. Time measurement is derived from periodi
disk's rotation is just su h a periodi

motion, and the

motion, so time might be derived from

ounting passes of a star. Then there is no dieren e in temporal properties
from one lo ation on the disk to another.
Einstein uses Spe ial Relativity again to point out a problem in deriving
the

orre t value of

π

(the ratio of a

ir le's

ir umferen e to its diameter),

on the rotating disk, sin e a moving measuring rod is
when measuring around the edge, but not

the observer would arrive at a too large value of
of Spe ial Relativity, length

ontra ted lengthwise

ontra ted measuring the radius, so

π . As shown in the treatment

ontra tion and time dilation is unfounded even

as appearan es, and even if there were su h apparent ee ts, they

ould

not be as ribed to the observed phenomenon, be ause then the observed
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phenomenon itself would

hange a

ording to the observer,
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and this is not

even legitimate within Spe ial Relativity, as it expli itly states that an obje t
is un hanged within its own frame of referen e. Even if there is an ee t
ausing
to the

ontra tion of the measuring rod, the same ee t would apply equally
ir umferen e of the disk, so the right value of

anywaybut if the
ontra ted, the

ir umferen e is

π

would be derived

ontra ted without the radius being

ir umferen e would be ome too short to rea h all the way

around the disk.
What the old prin iple of relativity stated was that inertial motion is
always dened relative to some point of referen e, e.g. Earth (as habitual,
ever present referen e), or a train, or the Moon et ., that the inertial motion
does not exist independently. A
the

elerated motion like rotation (apart from

enter of the disk) is dierent in that it has a very denite ee t on the

observer moving with the frame of referen e, namely that of indu ing an ee t
similar to gravity. It does not make rotation absolute motion, exa tly, sin e
the a

eleration ee t only exists when rotation o

urs relative to gravitation

spa e. There is no fri tion to the motion (in free spa e), so a big plate set to
rotate about some

enter axis or other in free spa e will retain that motion

indenitely, unless or until some for e interferes. It takes energy to set it in
motion, and it takes energy to stop the motion, but maintaining the motion
requires no energy. There is a stress on the material,

ausing it to break up

and y apart if it is not strong enough to hold itself together. The same ee t
auses someone to slide o the rotating disk if moving away from its
But if another disk is

enter.

oupled to the rotating disk, their planes parallel, and

set to rotate in the opposite dire tion, it may be arranged that only one of
the disks is rotating relative to gravitation spa e, and the other, although
rotating relative to the former, will not experien e any a

eleration ee t or

stress.
A similar example

an be

onstrued on Earth, digging a hole in whi h a

smoothly rotating platform is mounted, with another
form on top of it. The latter platform
indeed,

ounter-rotating plat-

an be level with the ground, and,

onne ted to the ground, so it is obvious that no one will slide o.

Even though rotational motion was not

overed by the old prin iple of rel-

ativity, the prin iple is refuted by this experiment, be ause it demonstrates
gravitation spa e to be an absolute frame of referen e, and not merely a
habitually natural one.
The twentyfourth se tion introdu es unhomogenous spa e, by way of a
marble slab that is heated in the middle. Using tiny, identi al sti ks, a grid of
perfe t squares

ould be made before the marble was heated, this grid serv-

ing well as a normal
expand a

oordinate system. With the heat dieren e, the sti ks

ording to how mu h they are heated, and the grid breaks down.

Then follows an interesting

onsideration; dierent materials rea t dierently

to heat, and there might even be sti ks of a material that would not
33

Whi h would be a severe hallenge in ase of multiple observers.
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ause

the grid to break down as

onsequen e of the partial heating of the marble

slab. But what if all materials were to rea t alike to temperature variations,
and these rea tions were our only way of measuring temperature? An analogous

onsideration is; what if all matter rea t in the same way to varying

gravitation density, and our only means of measuring distan e is using material devi es? As radiation `slows down' through a region of high gravitational
density,

34

measurements by radiation would not dier from measurements

by material devi es, if material rea tion to gravity is to

ontra t in the same

proportion as the radiation is slowed down. Su h uniform

ontra tion would

ne essarily apply down to the dimensions of an atom, whi h makes sense if
the ele trons of the atom is

onsidered to move in an ele tromagneti

pattern

emanated from the nu leuspropagation time (rather than distan e) from
nu leus to orbiting ele trons ought to be

onstant, in order for the emanated

pattern to have the same phase at the ele trons' orbit levels. This is ba kwards, of
phases

ourse; the ele trons orbit where the emanated pattern is in

ondu ive to orbit at the spe i

ertain

energies of the ele trons.

The twentyfth through twentyeighth se tions introdu es a way of making grids to ree t non-homogenous spa e, by letting grid lines spread out
in less density (su h as the heated part of the marble slab), while letting
them

ome

loser together in high-density areas, whi h is too mathemat-

i ally abstra t for this one to treat. A

onsequen e, however, is expli itly

oin iden es retain validity as basis for

stated, namely that only spa e-time

physi al des riptions. What is not stated, is that this requirement invalidates
trigonometri al derivations. That trigonometri al derivations
proximate

annot be helped, sin e we
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are only ap-

annot tell pre isely where starlight is

oming from, be ause of the possible gravitation density variations the light
has

urved its way through.
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However, gravitation de reases as the square

of the distan e away from the mass

ausing it, so the assumption that radi-

ation travels fairly straight is probably not altogether useless, as long as it
is understood that trigonometry `pretends' that spa e is ideal, undistorted
by gravitation. Consider also that measuring a distan e of some kilometers
with a meter wheel (or something equivalent) may yield somewhat dierent
results from time to time, even if it is assumed that the wheel tra es the
exa t same path ea h time, be ause
to

hange size. A hieving

limati

variations may

ause the wheel

omplete exa tness of measurement seems time and

again to be beyond human a hievement.

If the progress of a light beam ould be tra ked from another lo ation in spa e, the
slowing down through a high-gravity region would be apparent.
Su h as the distan e between two stars al ulated from the distan e to ea h and the
angle between the lines of sight to them, whi h is ideally possible in trigonometry using
what is known as the law of osines: c = a + b − 2ab cos C , where a, b and c are side
lengths of a triangle and C is the angle opposite the side c.
Compensating for this would require omplete mapping of gravitational variations
along all the distan es in question, but the gravitational variations are ever u tuating
with the movements of the masses responsible for the gravitation, so any instantaneous
mapping would lose validity with time.
34
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It seems rather awkward, this
tems with non-linear

onstru tion of non-ideal

oordinate lines to ree t non-homogenous spa e. A

three-dimensional topography, on the other hand, with
ent

oordinate sys-

urving semitranspar-

ontours to indi ate equal densities of gravitation spa e, spheri al

lose

to planets and stars, their outer layers straightening as they merge together,
would be intelligible to everyone. It should, of

ourse, u tuate with time

to ree t a tual motion of signi ant masses and

onsequent topographi al

transformations. The main dieren e between a non-ideal

oordinate system

and a topography is that the latter does not have unique, formal lo ation
indi ations, but an ideal

oordinate system superimposed on the topography

remedies that. Cognition uses the ideal (ideas) to understand reality (whi h
is

haoti

without

ognition); it does not seem reasonable to mix the two

together just be ause reality does so. In reality everything is mixed together,
but then, reality does not understand itself; it simply be omes, in an eternal
ux, at every instant moving or transforming with never a hint of ree ted
hoi e or driving will. Cognition dis erns ideas in reality, thus taking reality

apart into an abstra t

ontext whi h it

an understand and

experien e, and register as experien e. Thus it is that

orrelate with

ognition is

omfort-

able with superposition of two abstra tions, interpreting them more readily
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than the real mix.

Traditional oordinate systems are fair approximations when applied lo ally, even
with the requirement that variation of gravitational density be aligned with one of the
axes, with any density value o urring at only one distan e along that axis. This is what
has always been onsidered (to lo al experien e) the most natural oordinate system,
stret hing from Earth's surfa e and up. In fa t, there is a very natural way to dene the
axes of a oordinate system, if a bias to the right-handed majority an be forgiven; as
one observes with one's two eyes, one natural axis goes straight past both eyes, dening
negative values leftward and positive values rightward; the se ond natural axis follows
the nose right between the eyes, dening positive values upward (and negative values
downward, but this `most natural' oordinate system does not go below ground), and
sin e one's head is generally upright when making ons ious observations, this se ond axis
is the one with whi h variation of gravitational density is aligned (up is the dire tion one
must jump, down the dire tion one falls); the third and last natural axis denes positive
values forward, in the dire tion of sight, and negative values ba kward. This oordinate
system may be used for des ribing events above ground, as long as these do not stret h very
far around the globe, and not so far up and away that other gravitation-generating masses
interfere signi antly. If Earth were at, this oordinate system would work even better!
If one extends the verti al axis below ground, gravitational density de reases toward zero
as one approa hes the enter of Earth, be ause the ground above pulls the other way, so
ea h density value will o ur both at a positive and a negative distan e along the axis
(and again as one goes through the enter, and yet again beyond Earth's surfa e on the
other side).
The more natural oordinate system to approximate reality is spheri al as gravitationgenerating masses are generally approximately spheri al, with the origin of the oordinate
system at the the enter of the mass, and with one natural axis the one about whi h the
mass is spinning ( onsidered verti al), and another entirely arbitrary axis perpendi ular to
the verti al onsidered the horizontal one (in ase the mass is not spinning, the `verti al'
axis is also entirely arbitrary). Lo ations are now uniquely indi ated by one angle relative
to the verti al axis, one angle relative to the horizontal axis (whi h two values uniquely
37
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The twentyninth se tion mentions three predi tions of General Relativity
and its interpretation of gravitation:
Curvature of starlight passing

lose to the Sun's gravitational inuen e

has already been mentioned in this treatment, and works as well with gravitation spa e as medium of radiation propagation, whi h is des ribed rather
losely by General Relativity's gravitation theory, ex ept that the latter does
not

onsider the gravitational topography of the Universe to be a medium.
A steady hange of Mer ury's orbitthe orbit itself gradually shifts around

the Sun by a small fra tion ea h

enturywas a known phenomenon that

General Relativity explains. Most of this phenomenon is explained by the
gravitational inuen e of other planets, but a portion was una

ounted for.

Also, the Sun is not stationary, but tugged about a bit by the orbiting planets.
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una

These fa tors were also known and taken into

onsideration. What was

ounted for was that gravitational elds propagate at radiation speed,

so the Sun's motion will ` hase the tail' of the relatively fast-moving planet
losest to the Sun.
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Add that gravitational elds propagate at radiation

speed through the medium of gravitation spa e ; it entails that gravitational
eld propagation, like radiation, is slowed through regions of high gravitational density. Would this be a paradox for bla k holes, that the gravitational
eld

annot es ape the gravitational eld? No, even radiation will es ape a

bla k hole if it goes su iently straight away from the

enter. Gravitational

ontra tion ee ts propagate in all dire tions (as would ele tri al ee ts), all
of whi h will work themselves outward, the gravitational density being due
to the initial slowness of propagation. More a
a sense like a barge

umulated, one might say, in

an be loaded more fully if passing slowly by the do ks

than if it passes swiftly by, if loading is performed at a steady rate over time.
A phenomenon known as gravitational redshift was also explained by

indi ate dire tion away from the enter of the mass), and a distan e in this dire tion,
whi h distan e should always be a positive value, be ause a negative distan e an always
be expressed as a positive distan e in the opposite dire tion (whi h dire tion is dened
by dierent angles). This spheri al oordinate system is more natural to reality (than
the one natural to lo al experien e) be ause gravitation density in reases in all dire tions
away from the enter of the mass until one gets to the surfa e, beyond whi h gravitation
density de reases in all dire tions. Other gravitation-generating masses interfere with this
simpli ity. Whatever the oordinate system, then, it annot have gravitational density
variations aligned with a single axis (or a single dire tion) if it is to en ompass more
than one gravitation-generating mass, let alone the entire stellar Universe. This is another
reason for preferring three-dimensional topography with a superimposed ideal oordinate
system as the general way of des ribing astronomi al ontexts.
Jupiter tugs so mu h at the Sun that their bary enter ( ommon orbital enter, the enter of mass) is a tually a little bit outside the Sun's radius. For omparison, the bary enter
of Earth and the Moon is about three quarters of Earth's radius out from the enter of
Earth.
The orbits of all the planets are shifted thus, but this is not easy to measure, either
be ause the orbit is very nearly ir ular, making it hard to tell if it is shifted, or be ause
the orbital period (of the planets farther out) is so long that the orbital shifts have not
a umulated to any appre iable amount, or be ause they are too small to tug very mu h
at the Sun, in whi h ase the Sun does not do mu h `tail hasing.'
38
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General Relativity's interpretation of gravity. Stars
rials, and these materials emit radiation of

onsist of known mate-

ertain wavelengths, giving rise

to patterns known as spe tral lines. These spe tral lines are shifted towards
red (greater wavelength, lower energy) the heavier the star emitting them.
Radiation is emission of photons, o
`fall' to orbital alternatives

urring (among other ways) as ele trons

loser to the nu leus.
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Gravitational redshift is

readily explained by gravitation spa e as propagation medium as well, sin e
de reasing medium density (as the radiation leaves the star) naturally

auses

wavelength expansion. The more interesting question in the medium model is
why the same wavelength pattern is emitted regardless of gravitation density
as observed at the lo ation of emission. Consider, as proposed earlier, that
matter

ontra ts in the same proportion as radiation is `slowed,'

trons to be

ausing ele -

loser to the nu leus, as they orbit in the ele tromagneti

pattern

emanating from the nu leus, so their distan e from the nu leus is determined
by medium density. That everything aligns with the pattern ensures that the
dieren es in energy levels are the same always.

Re apitulation of Logi al In onsisten ies
Although multiple logi al problems have been pointed out, and are apparent
as a variety of aws in the
namely the more

thought experiment
an overview is

larity of retrospe t, they should be ounted as one,

ru ial one of deriving through the train-and-embankment
onsequen es that defeated the derivation. Nonetheless,

ompiled here.

For the purpose of deriving temporal relativity, an arbitrary way of testing
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simultaneity was devised, yielding an equally arbitrary result,

thus invali-

dating its use for revising the idea of time.
The aim of Spe ial Relativity was re on iliation of radiation isotropy and
the prin iple of relativity, but the prin iple of relativity was not kept inta t,
as inertial motion was impli itly onsidered absolute whenever as ribing time
dilation and length

ontra tion to the observed inertial frame, although these

ee ts, at other times, were merely apparent to an observer in another, ar-
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bitrary, inertial frame of referen e.

Nor was radiation isotropy

onsistently

honored in all inertial frames by Einstein Ri hard Feynman's thought experiment, whi h is outlined below, remedies this parti ular detail (but, as
mentioned earlier, deals only with appearan es).

An orbiting ele tron may also absorb a photon, provided the photon energy raises
the ele tron's energy to ompatibility with a higher orbital alternative that is more or
less stable. The denite energies required for stable orbital alternatives is what auses the
spe tral lines, that only ertain wavelengths an be emitted and absorbed.
Equally valid alternative tests yield dierent results.
It lends a measure of freedom to the defen e of Spe ial Relativity that the frame of
observation may be hosen to be any inertial system, meaning that a s enario merely has
to he k out from a single point of view.
40
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As it has also been shown, the prin iple of relativity was not tenable in
the rst pla e, whi h was not known at the time. The reason for this has
been given by demonstrating the absolute frame of referen e of gravitation
spa e by example of

ounter-rotating disks.

Later, Einstein's logi al derivation of non-isotropy in gravitational elds
did not

ause Spe ial Relativity to be abandoned, even in presen e of gravi-

tational elds, in whi h Spe ial Relativity had been a knowledged not to be
valid.
If the Universe is to have the same age everywhere, it must pre lude lo al
variations in time's passage.

Ri hard P. Feynman's Le tures on Physi s
Ri hard Feynman's Le tures on Physi s and QED have provided the major
part of one's resear h material into validity of Relativity Theory and related
elds. In fa t, Feynman's treatment of most subje ts is so engaging, a

es-

sible, eminently formulated and rewarding that one went through the whole
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set of Le tures

for the sheer abundan e of insights it yielded. Readers of

Feynman's works who

onsider themselves philosophers do well to develop

intelle tual maso hism, though, as we take some beatings time and again.
Many s ientists are deeply s epti al of logi al reasoning, due to its tenden y
to turn up erroneous

on lusions when some fa tors have been missed or mis-

interpreted, and those s ientists tend to

onsider validation by experiment

prerequisite for granting any amount of

redibility to notions. As Feynman

states it, Le tures on Physi s Vol. 1 se tion 1-1  The test of all knowledge is

experiment. Experiment is the sole judge of s ienti truth.  With Feynman
it goes well beyond that, at times turning to outright ridi ule. As it turns out,
one happens to be a bit of an intelle tual maso hist, nding the ridi ule quite
amusing, and not altogether in error. One is worried, though, that the philosophi ally in lined in general may be repulsed by Feynman's attitude toward
philosophy and logi . At the very least it must be pointed out that Feynman
is quite a philosopher in his own right, parti ularly when he is not aware of
dealing with philosophy or logi ; he is s rupulous in pointing out limitations
of physi al theories, where they break down, what is not yet understood,
and he gives quite deep interpretations along the way. Of

ourse, it is not

possible to make any absolute distin tion between philosophy and theoreti al
physi s (or theoreti al whatever); philosophy must think of something after

Though not as most students of physi s would, as one has little interest in the formalized equations and ways of al ulating with them (some mathemati al notations had to be
learned, at great pains, in order to de ipher the treatments), primarily noting prin iples
and phenomena involved, the analyses of the nature of pro esses (the appre iation of the
feel for whi h one shares with physi ists), generally nding `easy' stu very di ult (authors of physi s always have to all transformations and ombinations of equations easy,
or something one immediately gets...), while feeling quite omfortable during passages of
(non-mathemati al) abstra tions.
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all, naturally leading to spe ialization as one digs deeper, but one returns
toward philosophy by abstra ting from one's spe ialization, and Feynman
is quite good at that. He also has endearing humor and self-irony on behalf of physi s; it is only when

ons ious about dealing with philosophers'

interpretations of physi s that he turns to ridi ule.
One issue that aggravates Feynman about philosophy, whi h is also relevant for this treatment, is that of understanding. To the mathemati ally or
pra ti ally in lined physi ists, physi s is a very des riptive s ien e, formulas
des ribing proje tions of behavior, with less emphasis on the internal dynami s giving rise to that behavioruntil the internal dynami s are laried, after
whi h physi ists eagerly atta k the problems of des ribing the various stages
of those dynami s, with less emphasis on the internal dynami s of those,
and so on. Perhaps it should not be so surprising that formulas des ribing
behavior so often

ome before grasping internal dynami s, but one

it a tribute to the

onsiders

reative genius of mathemati ians. As mentioned above,

Feynman often gives deep interpretations, looking into internal stru ture and
dynami s, and
in

annot be

alled a `des riptive physi ist,' but he does revel

ases where physi al understanding, as yet, is almost purely des riptive

mathemati al abstra tions, su h as quantum me hani s and quantum ele trodynami s. These elds have no stru tural renderings of the quantum parti les of whi h they treat, dealing only with their probability of being in some
state in a given
abstra t

ontextor rather, their state at any time is

onsidered an

ombination of multiple dis ernible states. One does not doubt the

exa tness of des ription, as far as it goesit is, after all, tted to agree with
experimentsbut the underlying physi al reality is not a mathemati al abstra tion. Dis ernible states are denitely guidelines for quantum stru tural
interpretations (although interpretation is likely to
of dis ernible states), yet la k of
in general ignore the

onsistent interpretation makes physi ists

hallenge, insisting, rather, that the ability to predi t is

understanding, making them quite
the

ause some redenition

ontent with working formulas and leave

hallenge behind. It is not right to tell physi ists that ability to predi t

is not understanding, be ause it

ertainly is some understanding

ompared

to the inability to predi t. The disagreement is due to the physi ists' spe ialization of theory versus the philosophers' abstra tion from spe ialized theory
(if it is to have any interest at all), that only those few of a philosophi al
bent appre iate the ability to imagine phenomena for its own sake, while
the others esteem the ability to predi t rst and last. Phenomena are mu h
easier to understand, to tea h and to learn, if one is able to imagine them.
For this, imagination may win passing appre iation, but is immediately left
behind on e it has lead to the ability to predi t. Thus, what for philosophers
is one and all, is to physi ists merely an aid to ee t the vanishing moment
of transition between inability and ability to predi t; those who already master predi tion have no use for the imaginative renderings. Whether

alling

it understanding or something else, what is important to ea h individual is
that whi h improves (eradi ates aws, makes more
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omprehensive and dis-

erning) the integrity of the metastru tures one is building, and that diers
dramati ally from individual to individual.
As Feynman puts it in Le tures on Physi s Vol. II se tion 20-3 on s ienti
imagination regarding ele tromagneti

elds: Suppose that we were to begin

by imagining that the world was lled with thin jello and that the elds
represented some distortionsay a stret hing or twistingof the jello. Then
we

ould visualize the eld. After we see what it is like we

ould abstra t

the jello away. For many years that's what people tried to do. Maxwell,
Ampère, Faraday, and others tried to understand ele tromagnetism this way.
(Sometimes they

alled the abstra t jello ether.) But it turned out that the

attempt to imagine the ele tromagneti

eld in that way was really standing

in the way of progress. We are unfortunately limited to abstra tions, to using
instruments to dete t the eld, to using mathemati al symbols to des ribe
the eld, et . But nevertheless, in some sense the elds are real, be ause
after we are all nished ddling around with mathemati al equationswith
or without making pi tures and drawings or trying to visualize the thingwe
an still make the instruments dete t the signals from Mariner II and nd
out about galaxies a billion miles away, and so on.
Philosophers, of

ourse, would never obje t to imaginations standing in

the way of progress. That is what philosophy is all about. Gravitation spa e is
just su h abstra t jello (`abstra t' in the sense that it is fri tionless and substan eless), ex ept matter is not something else moving through it as mu h
as tension- or
large a

ontra tion patterns of it moving through it, with su iently

umulations of

ontra tions generating their own sphere of station-

ary medium, lo ally overriding the otherwise dominant mass (gravitational
ontra tion) in the region, the ee t of this override gradually lessening with
distan e away from the generating mass.
Further, in Le tures on Physi s Vol. II se tion 18-1: It was not yet

us-

tomary in Maxwell's time to think in terms of abstra t elds. Maxwell disussed his ideas in terms of a model in whi h the va uum was like an elasti
solid. [...℄ There was mu h relu tan e to a

ept his theory, rst be ause of the

model, and se ond be ause there was at rst no experimental justi ation.
Today, we understand better that what

ounts are the equations themselves

and not the model used to get them. We may only question whether the
equations are true or false. This is answered by doing experiments, and untold numbers of experiments have

onrmed Maxwell's equations. If we take

away the s aolding he used to build it, we nd that Maxwell's beautiful
edi e stands on its own. He brought together all the laws of ele tri ity and
magnetism and made one

omplete and beautiful theory.

Again, any truth explorer would mu h prefer the way to the dis overy
over just being handed the synthesis of the dis overy; to
whether behavior proje ted by the equations

are only about

he k out or not is to miss the

revelation of the journey. If one is just given edi es without insights into
the

onstru tion pro ess, how

an one pi k up inspiration for building other

edi es? Or spy out weaknesses hidden within the stru ture? The equations
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may be very useful, but that is no motiviation for philosophers, nor is usefulness a virtue in its own right. Indeed, ever so often s ienti
have found their rst appli ation in destru tionand most

dis overies

ontributions to

industry and material welfare have severe negative side ee ts to humanity
or environment,

asting a deep shadow over te hnologi al evolution in gen-

eral. Enough of this, and lovers of truth and

reativity are repelled from the

eld in questionrepelled in the very deep sense that opening up the mind
to higher levels of sensitivity has no defen e against awareness of unilateral
death and suering to whi h the eld has
from that eld, to at least avoid

ontributed, other than withdrawal

ompli ity in generation of new disasters,

notwithstanding that there are positive aspe ts as well, and that it is not
the dis overing s ientists who are dire tly responsible for misdeeds. A mind
annot open up without its

ons ien e. There is always another less tainted

eld to explore, after all, or a new one is invented. The way to a dis overy
is a revelation, and an invention is a testament to truth, but use and further
produ tion have no intrinsi

virtue; utilization

an only be judged by the

sum of its ee ts (not the sele tion employed to sell it).
It is hara teristi

of Feynman that he advo ates su ien e of des ription

over deeper understanding, even while probing into deeper understanding of
a subje t. Had he not been thus at odds with his re ommendations (although
he often makes it out as a nal farewell before putting obsolete ways of thinking to rest), one would not have loved his works. Besides, redu ing interest to
equations does not get rid of the di ulties of imagination. Rather, it suppresses them, sweeps them under the

expli itly a

arpet. The formalized `edi e' is not

onstru t of imagination (when the `s aolding' is taken away),

but that just makes the imagination impli it, the only relief in whi h is that
one does not have to be bothered by its too manifest presen e if one is impatient to move on and get pra ti al or do

al ulations. Mathemati al  tion

is no less  tion than otherwise imaginative interpretation. Believing imagination not to be ne essary, and so avoiding expli it imagination of internal
dynami s, pre ludes both a
It is

ess and interest from philosphers, though.

urious and most disturbing irony of fate that Spe ial Relativity,

on eived by a genius who praised imagination as being of paramount importan e for reative thinking, turned out to ontribute in losing the doors to
imagination, due to the theory's inherent emphasis on mathemati al abstra tion. It is also

urious that physi ists who are distrustful of logi al reasoning

embra e mathemati s whi h is a subbran h of logi . One shall now return
fo us to the in onsistent appli ation of these abstra tions, by way of examining some of Feynman's introdu tions to Relativity Theory that supplement
the earlier treatment.

Derivation of relativity of simultaneity
In Le tures on Physi s Vol. I se tion 15-6, Feynman does put his attempt
at deriving temporal relativity into spa e, rather than reprodu e Einstein's
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train-and-embankment thought experiment, thus removing it from the gravitational

ontext whi h General Relativity ex luded from Spe ial Relativity's

domain of validity:
A man in a spa eship,

alled

S′,

syn hronizes two

lo ks, one at either

end of his spa eship, by rst nding the exa t midpoint between them, then
syn hronizing by isotropi ally propagated light beams. So far so good, assuming radiation isotropy. Another man in another inertial referen e frame,
′
alled S , moves at dierent speed in the same dire tion as S : [. . . ℄ the man
′
in S reasons that sin e [S ℄ is moving forward, the lo k in the front end
was running away from the light signal, hen e the light had to go more than
halfway in order to

at h up; the rear

lo k, however, was advan ing to meet

the light signal, so this distan e was shorter. Therefore the signal rea hed
′
the rear lo k rst, although the man in S thought that the signals arrived
simultaneously. We thus see that when a man in a spa eship thinks the times
′
at two lo ations are simultaneous, equal values of t in his oordinate system
orrespond to dierent values of t in the other
′
′
values t and t are times in S and S , respe tively.

must

oordinate system! The

Feynman's s enario is quite similar to Einstein's train-and-embankment
thought experiment. Radiation isotropy is not a knowledged by the man in
S to apply equally in S ′ , be ause then he would know that the reasoning
of one

lo k running away from the signal and another advan ing to meet

it would be wrong; it is the error of as ribing appearan es in one inertial
referen e frame to the reality of another. Yet the s enario

onsistently honors

the prin iple of relativity and radiation isotropy; the observer in
see the signals rea h the

S

would not

lo ks at the same time, while the syn hronization
S ′ , despite the apparent dis repan y.

tri k would nonetheless work ni ely in

The dieren e is not due to the signal propagating from the middle towards
the ends of the spa eship (as opposed to the ashes propagating from ends
of the train

ar to a midpoint in Einstein's thought experiment); Feynman's

version is easily altered to look more like Einstein's by letting signals originate
from the ends of the spa eship and meet in the middle if they are emitted

simultaneously ; it would still seem to the observer in the other spa eship,

S,

that

S′

was moving relative to the signal, that is, rushing toward the

signal from the front end and away from the signal from the rear end. The
′
absurdity of as ribing the appearan es in S to the reality of S (remaining
within the

onstraints of radiation isotropy and the prin iple of relativity)

may be illustrated by adding a self-destru t me hanism that is triggered if the
signal from one end of the spa eship does not meet a sensor at the observation
post in the middle of the spa eship at the exa t same time as the signal from
the other end; then the spa eship would explode from the point of view of
the passing observer, but not (fortunately) in the experien e of the observer
within the spa eship!
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Gravitation-a eleration equivalen e
As mentioned in the treatment of the twentieth se tion of Einstein's popular
exposition, Einstein pointed out that gravitation and a

elerated motion are

indistinguishable. There is one problem with this equivalen e, whi h was not
mentioned; if ompatibility with Spe ial Relativity is desired, then
a

onstantly

elerated motion must rea h an upper boundary as radiation speed is being

approa hed. Radiation speed relative to what? That is always the question
in Spe ial Relativity. Relative to its starting point of motion, for example.
In Le tures on Physi s Vol. II
alen e prin iple to

hapter 42, Feynman applies this equiv-

lo ks on a ro ket, one near the top/front, one near the

bottom/rear. When the ro ket is a
ted from the front

elerating through spa e, ashes emit-

lo k ea h se ond will be registered at the rear

lo k at

de reasing intervals, be ause the ro ket in reases its velo ity between ash
emission and ash registration, and in reases its velo ity by an even greater
amount between the subsequent ash emission and registration and so on,
giving the result that the front
The

lo k appears to go faster than the rear

hange is not really in the rate of

lo k.

lo ks, though, but in ever de reasing

travel time of the ashes, whi h it is then a bad idea to in lude in a devi e
that is supposed to keep time.
There is another possibility of interpretation, if one adheres to mediumless
radiation isotropy, namely that it follows the referen e frame of the ro ket,
ex ept the ro ket is not an inertial referen e frame, as it undergoes
a

onstant

eleration, but the dieren e from an inertial referen e frame is the same

in ea h time interval, so the rear

lo k would gain on ea h ash by the same

amount, with the result of registering ashes at the rate they are emitted,
only shifted a bit relative to the

ase of no a

problem would return to the former
the ro ket undergoes

onstant a

eleration. Honoring isotropy, the

ase if, instead of

eleration of a

The equivalen e prin iple says that

onstant a

onstant a

eleration,

eleration.
eleration through spa e is

equivalent to letting the ro ket stand on Earth, whi h is true (in both

ases

the ashes will be blue-shifted when registered, relative to their emission
wavelength, whi h illustrates the equivalen e of gravitational blue-shift and
blue-shift due to relative motion), but as is shown, there is no dis repan y
in the rate of time's passage.
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Feynman goes on to derive the dis repan y by a dierent argumentation.
An atom in an ex ited energy level (an orbiting ele tron has absorbed a
photon, so it moves in a higher orbital alternative) is lifted some distan e
up in Earth's gravitational eld, then emits the photon, after whi h the
atom is lowered to its former position and absorbs the photon it had just
emitted. If the photon had not been emitted, the atom would wind up in the
original position with the exa t same energy it started with, but as it did

Feynman applies `identi al lo ks' to the experiment, without spe ifying that they go
at the same rate, so depending on the onstru tion of the lo ks there may be a dis repan y
between the rate of their pro esses. See `Atomi Clo ks vs. Time' below.
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emit the photon, more energy was lifted than lowered, so the emitted photon
annot be of the same energy (wavelength) as it would have been had it
been emitted at the atom's lower lo ation; it must have a little more energy.
This is just gravitational blueshift, though; radiation moving into higher
gravitational density has its wavelength shortened (in reasing its energy).
The work in lifting the atom an be
dimensions of the atom, whi h

onsidered the work needed to stret h the

ontra t ba k again when it is lowered. When

photons move in the medium rather than being bound in a parti le, it will
gain or lose energy when moving into higher or lower gravitational density,
respe tively. Bound in a parti le, on the other hand, it

an be transported

as that parti le is transported, without gaining or losing energy. It follows
that if the atom in the experiment is lifted high enough before emitting the
photon and being lowered ba k, the previously emitted photon would have
too mu h energy to be absorbed, should it nd its way ba k to its former
hostit would no longer be

ompatible with the ex itation to the higher

orbital alternative (but it may, of

ourse, be ome

ompatible with an even

higher orbital alternative). There is no support for temporal dis repan y
in dierent gravitational potentials in this s enario either, when gravitation
spa e is re ognized as propagation medium of varying density.

Atomi

Clo ks vs. Time

Certain atoms, under favorable onditions that an be engineered to stimulate
emission and absorption of photons, have a very steady periodi property, and
are thus employed in high-pre ision atomi

lo ks. Su h

lo ks would not go

wrong by a se ond in a million years. As it turns out, however, the rate of
this periodi
use as

property
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hanges with dierent gravitational density,

so their

lo ks are limited to xed gravitational density, but not ne essarily

to Earth's surfa e, be ause the dieren e in periodi

rate

an, of

ourse, be

The rate speeds up in less gravitational density. This is very interestingbut perhaps
it should not be too surprising, as the dimensions of the atom expand with diminishing
gravitational density, so even though the rate of ele tron orbits remains the same, the
ele trons will have to move faster to a omplish thisnot faster relative to the ele tromagneti pattern emanating from the nu leus, be ause that too has in reased in s ale, but
faster relative to ideal spa e s ale, and faster relative to the (less dense) medium. Hen e
they an absorb and emit photons of a wider range, absorbing photons of less energy when
the ele tron and the photon have some relative velo ity toward ea h other, and absorbing
photons of more energy when the ele tron and the photon have some relative velo ity away
from ea h other. Likewise, the ele trons will be emitting photons of higher energy in the
forward dire tion, and of less energy in the ba kward dire tion. As a dire t onsequen e
of this reasoning, spe tral lines of radiation emitted in lower gravitational density will
be somewhat broader than those of radiation emitted in higher gravitational density. Of
ourse, higher gravitational density will usually entail more heat, whi h is atoms jostling
ea h other into a range of velo ities, whi h will equally widen the range of absorbable and
emitted photons from a given transition, thus widening the spe tral lines as well as less
gravitational density.
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ompensated for from one xed gravitational density to another, whi h is
what is done with satellite systems using atomi
Unfortunately,

lo ks, su h as GPS.

lo ks are generally equated with time by physi ists. But

lo ks are just some kind of ma hinery or other, and should be evaluated by
how well they keep time. It is not valid to let a

lo k dene the rate of time,

when not maintained under ideal (un hanging)

onditionsthere will always

be another kind of time devi e that
some

hanges dierently with the

hange of

ondition or other, or ways of measuring time that are indierent to that

hange. The age of the Universe is the same whether one asks the question
while weightless in a spa eship or standing on a planet surfa e, regardless of
how time is measured; translating from one measure to another, however, is
no trivial task, possibly ne essitating
in

ompensation for a host of dieren es

onditions, parti ularly if measuring with as

omplex a me hanism as a

lo k.
It is not possible to go through time at a dierent rate, not to mention going ba k in time, be ause the whole Universe has a single exa t

onguration

at every instant. If one were to go ba k in time, one would have to be oneself
at an earlier time, to t with that earlier universal

onguration. One ever

moves forward in time, regardless of the speed of one's motion. Time travel,
understood as the notion of going ba kward in time while going forward in
time,
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while entertaining  tion, is not possiblethe many paradoxes in-

volved (su h as redupli ation of mass and identity and re onguration of
events) are amply explored in said  tion, and without the transformations
employed by Spe ial Relativity, there is nothing to suggest its possibility,
ex ept by asso iation from memory ex ursions.

Parti le A
A

harge a

eleration

elerated in a syn hrotron to speeds upwards of radiation speed

gains momentum in a way
be omes very high,

ompatible with Spe ial Relativity; as the speed

ontinued a

eleration yields only little in rease in speed,

while momentum (mass times speed)
The syn hrotron a
a

elerated

harge is

elerates a

ontinues to in rease.

harge in a

ontinually being pulled

ir ular motion, though. The
enterward to keep it in orbit,

even if the speed of the harge is not sought in reased further, so it ee tively
ontra ts, just as it would in in reasing gravitational density, and like a

One is surprised to en ounter just su h assertions in Feynman's QED pp. 97-98 as
distinguishable states of quantum intera tions, whi h states are assumed, among others,
to get the mathemati al des riptions aligned with experimental results. One hazards the
guess that these assertions are purely mathemati al  tion pending further understanding,
as onservation of energy (whi h is a very fundamental rule of physi s) annot hold if one
quantum parti le an be in two lo ations at the same time, but then, if quantum parti les
are somewhat loose energy patterns rather than tight little balls, their ee tive range of
intera tion may well give the appearan e that they an be at two lose lo ations at the
same time.
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stone is heavier on Jupiter than on Earth, so the

harge be omes heavier

in the arti ially indu ed gravity. There will naturally be an upper limit
to this a

eleration, as

onditions for the

harge approa h that of a bla k

hole. Perhaps it will a tually be ome a transient bla k hole intermittently,
enabling it to absorb photons, thus in reasing its mass, and alternately emit
those photons and losing massat least it is known that parti les at high
speeds emit showers of photons.
Anyway, rotational motion is not inertial motion, and is thus not
by Spe ial Relativity, pre isely be ause a

overed

eleration (whi h is equivalent to

gravitation) is signi antly involved, so using Spe ial Relativity as model of
explanation was not valid in the rst pla e.
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Considerations of the Universe
Our experien e hitherto justies us in trusting that nature is the realization
of the simplest that is mathemati ally
purely mathemati al
those lawlike

on eivable. I am

onvin ed that

onstru tion enables us to nd those

onne tions between them that provide the key to the

understanding of natural phenomena. Useful mathemati al
well be suggested by experien e, but in no way
Experien e naturally remains the sole
mathemati al

in mathemati s. Thus, in a

on epts may

an they be derived from it.

riterion of the usefulness of a

onstru tion for physi s. But the a tual

thought

on epts and

reative prin iple lies

ertain sense, I take it to be true that pure

an grasp the real, as the an ients had dreamed.

Albert Einstein, 1933

Having ended the popular exposition of General Relativity, Einstein follows
up with some

onsiderations from the vantage point of his gravitational in-

terpretations. First, in the thirtieth se tion, he atta ks the (then) prevailing
notion of the overall shape of the Universe, that it is a somewhat spheri al
on entration of stars, more dense

loser to the

o outwards until, at a nite distan e from the

enter, the density dropping
enter, there are no more

stars, beyond whi h is innite, empty spa e. This notion, as proposed by
Isaa

Newton, is a

ompanied by the notion that any mass has a number

of `lines of for e' stret hing from innity and terminating in the mass, the
number being proportional to the mass. To Einstein's reasoning, these `lines
of for e' would be ome impossibly
sphere

rowded at the surfa e of the imaginary

ontaining the stellar Universe. But Einstein's `proof ' of this assumes

approximately homogenous distribution of matter in the stellar Universe,
notwithstanding the previous mention of diminishing density outward from
the

enter, and states that expanding volume of the stellar Universe (assum-

ing also in reasing mass, as the average mass density is maintained) entails
that the `lines of for e' through any area of the surfa e of the stellar Universe
sphere in rease in proportion to the in rease of radius, thus going to innity
as the stellar Universe is expanded toward innity. But the diminishing matter density outward from the

enter makes the `lines of for e' through the

surfa e area of the stellar Universe the same at any stage of expansion, if the
rate of infusion of mass through the

enter of the stellar Universe determines

the rate of expansion.
The distasteful

on eption that the material universe ought to possess

something of the nature of a

entre has the saddening prospe t that light

is perpetually passing out into innite spa e, never to return, and without
ever again

oming into intera tion with other obje ts of nature. Su h a nite

material universe would be destined to be ome gradually but systemati ally
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impoverished. Einstein found it more intuitively right that the Universe
should be innite, with more or less the same
where, but he a

on entration of stars every-

epted the Big Birth theory and universal expansion when

proposed some years later.
As it turned out, spe tral line displa ement (aside from gravitational redshift and relative motion due to Earth's orbit) was observed to be greater the
more distant the stars, regardless of dire tion, making universal expansion
evident, as well as suggesting that everything had been

loser together in

the past, so it seems we are ba k to the notion of a nite (but expanding)
stellar Universe surrounded by innite, empty spa e. But how is it that the
nite stellar Universe expands rather than

ollapses in on itself due to mu-

tual gravitational attra tion? One explanation is that there is a giant swirl
of gravitation spa e around the

enter of the Universe,

ausing the embed-

ded swirls within swirls of solar systems and galaxies to spiral outwards with
more ee t than gravitation pulls inwards. Su h an overall swirl would engender a so- alled a
to

retion disk, whereby matter in the Universe would tend

on entrate in a plane, just the way planets orbiting a star tend to align

their orbital planes. Another explanation (they are not mutually ex lusive)
is that the Big Birth was not a singular energy explosion, but the beginning of an ongoing infusion, possibly an a
bla k hole

ollapse

elerating one. One wonders if a

ontinues as a Big Birth explosion of a new universe, in a

new set of dimensions ( annot be the same, or the energy would exist doubly),

onverting all matter to pure photon energy in the transition, su h that

ea h universe

ontains as many subuniverses as there are bla k holes, giving

rise to the notion of a Universe Tree, possibly innite in the root dire tion
(of

ourse,

omparability of time lines would go for all universes through a

ommon sour e universe).

Curvature of Spa e
Before all that, Einstein performed some imaginative a robati s in the thirtyrst se tion, introdu ing the notion of a nite, yet unbounded universe,
initially as a two-dimensional spa e, like the surfa e of a sphere, in whi h
two-dimensional beings live out their days, oblivious to any third dimension.
They may travel innitely, but would eventually
point. They would be able to draw

ir les, using the rule that the

feren e everywhere has the same distan e to the

π

as the ratio of the

keeping the
of

π , by whi

ome round to their starting
ir um-

enter, and from this derive

ir umferen e to the diameter, as long as they were

ir les small; large

ir les would yield in reasingly smaller values

h the two-dimensional beings may dedu e the

two-dimensional spa e, but only if su h larger

ir les were within their range

of experien e. From this is inferred the possibility of
dimensional Universe, in whi h we might

urvature of our three-

ome ba k to our starting point

if we keep going straight away from Earth, but the
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urvature of their

urvature might also be

dedu ed on a smaller s ale, if it turned out that

π

as derived from the ratio

of a sphere's surfa e area to its radius would gradually yield a smaller value
as the radius is made very large. Su h nite spa e has the pleasing prospe t
that light never truly es apes, that it may one day return to us.
It is denitely a very sophisti ated mathemati al abstra tion, and
ture of spa e is still widely

urva-

onsidered by advan ed mathemati ians, although

the Big Birth theory seems to have suggested a spheri al overall shape of the
Universe, possibly with the stellar Universe in an a

retion disk, but the rst

radiation from the Big Birth event ought to have pro eeded outwards to des ribe a simple sphere with a radius of radiation speed times the age of the
Universe, whether or not radiation
of an a

on entration is higher around the plane

retion disk than above and below the disk. But the very foundation

of the abstra tion is not valid: Two-dimensional existen e is an impossibility.
No points, lines or planes exist (possibly ex epting bla k holes; a
urrent theory, a bla k hole will

ollapse

ording to

ompletely in on itself, thus ending

in the zero-dimension of a point). A pie e of paper, the thinnest sheet of lm,
subatomi

parti les, photons of the smallest wavelength, all require three di-

mensions (four, in luding time, whi h is ne essary for motion). Inferring from
an impossibility is groundless. It is interesting, though, that Einstein would
do this after proposing that time is inextri ably embedded in the three spatial dimensions, be ause movements of the two-dimensional beings in their
two-dimensional existen e presumably also require time, so it is two dimensions plus time, like it is three dimensions plus time, making a quite denite,
ideal distin tion between spa e and time.
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On Evolution of S ien e
The words or the language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to
play any role in my me hanism of thought. The psy hi al entities whi h
seem to serve as elements in thoughts are
lear images whi h
of

ourse, a

an be `voluntarily' reprodu ed and

ertain

ombined. There is,

onne tion between those elements and relevant logi al

on epts. It is also
onne ted

ertain signs and more or less

lear that the desire to arrive nally at logi ally

on epts is the emotional basis of this rather vague play with the

above-mentioned elements. . . The above-mentioned elements are, in my

ase,

of visual and some mus ular type. Conventional words or other signs have
to be sought for laboriously only in a se ondary stage, when the mentioned
asso iative play is su iently established and

Albert Einstein

As temporal relativity has been

onsidered valid for a bit of time, one wishes

to put the phenomenon of enduring s ienti
perspe tive, whi h is not spe i

an be reprodu ed at will.

mistakes into a more abstra t

to physi s; it is by no means the only old

eld to have known long stagnation in some aspe t of it (philosophy has
had its long ages with an ultimate authoritynot that the one so honored
is ne essarily mistaken, but it is still stagnation to

onne exploration to a

single framework of perspe tives when alternate pespe tives

an reveal other

depths and bring growth to the eld); nor is it the only eld to have pursued
a

ourse based upon some invalid interpretation for a long timeon the

ontrary, we pursue `wrong'
we are happy to

ourses until they reveal their errors, whereupon

orre t them (if we do not have some stake in them, that

is). As oset for this abstra tion, there are some ex ellent insights into the
s ienti

pro ess in the beginning of the third appendix of Einstein's popular

exposition of Relativity Theory, from the authenti
himself. These insights may be

perspe tive of the genius

onsidered elaborations of the

ontent of the

rst se tion.
From a systemati

theoreti al point of view, we may imagine the pro ess

of evolution of an empiri al s ien e to be a

ontinuous pro ess of indu tion.

Based upon experien es, we generalize prin iples from what seems to des ribe
the experien es. Su h a prin iple may be found to

lash with observations

that was not known or overlooked when deriving the prin iple, and it is then
dis arded, or at least adjusted so it is no longer in dis ord with observations.
Thus far we are guided by fa tual
and only if, it is in a

orrelation, that is, a prin iple is true if,

ord with reality. Yet the prin iples may not t so

well together, perhaps be ause they belong to alternative models of explanation, perhaps be ause the distin tion between the prin iples is vague. This
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is somewhat like ordering phenomena into
as

ategories, keeping the

ategories

lear and distin t as possible.
But, Einstein ontinues, on e a set of prin iples (axioms) begins to emerge,

dierent approa hes to evolving the s ien e be omes possible, sin e the axioms, variously

ombined, have

onsequen es that

an be dedu ed by logi

alone, thus ee tively expanding knowledge (or means of testing the validity of employed perspe tives, if you will). Intuition plays a signi ant role
when su h dedu ed

onsequen es

annot be tested dire tly. As soon as a

s ien e has emerged from its initial stages, theoreti al advan es are no longer
a hieved merely by a pro ess of arrangement. Guided by empiri al data, the
investigator rather develops a system of thought whi h, in general, is built
up logi ally from a small number of fundamental assumptions, the so- alled
axioms. We shall

all su h a system of thought a theory. The theory nds the

justi ation for its existen e in the fa t that it

orrelates a large number of

single observations, and it is just here that the truth of the theory lies.
Corresponding to the same

omplex of empiri al data, there may be

several theories, whi h dier from one another to a
as regards the dedu tions from the theories whi h are
the agreement between the theories may be so

onsiderable extent. But
apable of being tested,

omplete, that it be omes

di ult to nd su h dedu tions in whi h the two theories dier from ea h
other.
From a very abstra t perspe tive, the ` orrelation of a large number of
single observations'

an be

onsidered an optimizing prin iple for the mind,

as general relationships repla e distin t relationships (when dierent relationships, per eived more

learly, turn out to be but aspe ts of a smaller number

of general relationships), ee tively redu ing the amount of parti ulars to be
registered for information in general, thus freeing up mental

apa ity for new

omplexities.
Su h

orrelation being a theory's justi ation,

on erning the re ognition

of prin iples, not just the ones originally indu ed, but also the ones dedu ed
from those indu tions, the ability to thus distinguish more aspe ts in observations, to

omprehend them more fully, is a most ex ellent notion of truth,

making evident the in reased observational potential as well as the inherent
dynami

nature of truth, rather than the trivialization of truth into fa tu-

ality that is so widespread in both s ien e and philosophy. This is also expressed in the famous quote of Einstein Imagination is more important than
knowledge. Fa tuality is attributable to knowledge, whereas imagination is
the exploration of truth, whi h may yield knowledge on e the `territory' is
explored, but that is when imagination's work is done. Fortunately, the territory, on e explored, reveals its boundaries to the unknown all around, making

1

it in reasingly evident how little one knows.

Hen e, if one wishes to be ondent in one's knowledge, one should refrain from expanding one's horizons. This is easily a hieved at an arbitrary stage by adopting the
onvi tion that one's horizons are now fully expanded.
1
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Truth Exploration: A Sub je tive Endeavor
The important thing is not to stop questioning;
for existing. One

uriosity has its own reason

annot help but be in awe when

ontemplating the

mysteries of eternity, of life, of the marvelous stru ture of reality. It is
enough if one tries merely to

omprehend a little of the mystery every day.

The important thing is not to stop questioning; never lose a holy

Albert Einstein, 1955

uriosity.

There is some analogy between imagination's inward exploration of ideas
and the outward exploration of the World, in that both venture into and
hart the unknown (whi h produ tion may aid other explorers), both are
perilous undertakings (one psy hologi ally, the other physi ally), and what
fruits they may bear

annot be promised in advan e, making it very di ult

to give reasons for going on the journeyit is, indeed, a poor explorer who
is motivated by desire for whatever fruits the journey is imagined to yield,
espe ially in

ase of the inward journeys where su h fo us on return and vin-

di ation is anathema, dire ting attention the wrong way (homebound instead
of outbound) and giving it the wrong attitude; desire makes a narrow and
sele tive lter of per eption, rather than opening the mind to any (that is,
unexpe ted) dis overy. The parallel between inward and outward exploration
only goes so far, though; inward exploration, as in theoreti al evolution, goes
through fundamental redenitions of the `metas ape,' the perspe tives from
alternate theories yielding dierent notions of reality, as opposed to dieren e in aspe ts of reality, as revealed from various lo ations on the outward
explorer's journey.

2

Theories

an only represent various aspe ts of reality to

the extent that they are not mutually ex lusive.
In

ontrast to the pre eding abstra tions, one will examine various in li-

nations and temptations that makes the exploring subje t liable to err. These
fa tors are important to realize, be ause one is, ne essarily, subje tive when
exploring new s ienti

areas; there is no su h thing as obje tive exploration

(although many s ientists would beg to dier), be ause one is limited to the
perspe tives one happens to probe by. Later, when dis overies are probed
from many perspe tives, that is, approa hed from dierent subje tive dire tions (an exploring subje t must

hange its subje tivity in order to

hange

dire tion of approa h), then it gradually be omes knowledge ; be omes inreasingly obje tive. The subje tivity

hanges

an be di ult to dete t when

one is learning from a good tea her, or when undergoing well-known
but they are there nonetheless, just as one's subje tivity is

hanges,

hanging when

Of ourse, one may also hange one's on eption of reality during outward explorations,
but only in identally, however well an outward experien e may serve as i onographi indi ator of the parti ular individual evolution, be ause it is an inward unfolding, and as
su h depends entirely on the individual's previous inward explorations. In other words,
the outward experien e only serves as trigger due to subje tive dispositions for per eiving
it as su h.
2
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engaged in listening to a good story. The

hanges are more deeply felt if one

does not understand something for a time; one atta ks the problem from the
wrong angles, and then, suddenly, often serendipitously, one grasps the sense
of it, and now it is easy to understand in more ways, but the exhilaration
de reases or vanishes after the initial breakthrough of one's individual horizons; it is not just a new pie e of knowledge that is won, but the ability to
hange oneself in a new way.

On Expedien e
Any programmer who has worked on development of a program growing in
s ope is intimately familiar with heada hes a

umulating due to short uts

taken. Sometimes short uts present themselves as irresistibly tempting solutions to parti ular problems. One may well be aware that the solution does
not take a host of subtleties into a

ount, but as those are beyond the s ope

of the program at the time, one leaps. Or the subtleties are not even per eived
yet, in whi h

ase one is not aware of leaping. Then the program grows in

s ope, or it just turns out that some feature depending on the unsupported
subtleties is greatly missed, but by then the short ut supports a lot of superstru ture, and is not easily

hanged. That is when ne essity must ght

a sometimes protra ted battle with relu tan e due to other
for

onsiderations

on ession to radi al reprogramming. The alternative is always the short-

ut `pat hing up' the existing programming to support new requirements,
whi h, while often possible, be omes in reasingly di ult, aside from being
error-prone due to the la k of what may be

alled `natural ow' or `harmoni

orresponden e' between program parts.
There are myriad reasons for taking the short ut, none of whi h have anything to do with exploring truth; the short ut works ; it does not yield new
understanding, but it works, and so attention may pro eed to the next
lenge. In this form the temptation of the short ut may be
expedien e.

3

Eagerness to

onne t phenomena and

hal-

alled the s ienti

onsider the

well established after a few validations, then rush on to make new

onne tion
onne tions

based on the ones just made, has long been re ognized as a quite universal
human trait, and has lead to guidelines of doubt toward notions one
siders adopting (or notions already

on-

onsidered rmly in pla e), where doubt

should be understood in the sense of turning to atta k ; this one

an only

do if already in lined to adopt a notion, or examining notions already held;
the doubt is misapplied if used as

ognitive resistan e to newly en ountered

notions. Only when a notion seems right is it exa tly the right time to turn
and ask why it is wrong, rather than looking for additional

onrmations.

One famous proponent of this turning to atta k was Karl Popper, who
alled the guidelines falsi ationism, as opposed to the

onrmation drive of

Absen e of non-s ienti onsiderations that make short uts even more ompelling
and truth exploration subsidiary is regrettably rare.
3
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positivism. Popper applauded s ienti
4
di tions,

theories for making disprovable pre-

at times referring to Einstein's General Relativity as a ne exam-

ple. However, theories

an seem des riptive of known fa ts and still be wrong

(Einstein understood this, as is evident from his thoughts on evolution of s ien e, about dierent theories making almost indistinguishable predi tions).
A theory originates from perspe tives, the
as ertain thoroughly, espe ially if
a great authority, in whi h

ase

onsisten y of whi h is di ult to

oming from a sour e generally
ognition is liable to grant

onsidered

reden e rather

than atta k analyti ally (what Einstein despised as blind faith in authority). Additionally, perspe tives are primarily lo al to the individual's own
experien es and interests, where they may be quite
identi ation with the perspe tives reveals that
may

onsistent, in whi h

ase

onsisten y, but the theory

on ern matters outside this primary eld of experien e, and

onsisten y

among inexhaustive perspe tives is a relatively weak indi ation of validity.
One may ask, then, why a theory is wrong, even though it survives experimental test after experimental test to disprove its predi tions. One good
reason a theory may yet be wrong is if it reveals no further truthsif it does
not provide imagination with new vantage points from whi h new regions of
the unknown may be glimpsed. An overlooked

onne tion may appear this

way, being given by what has already been dis overed; but if the

onne tion

is not simply so given, if it entails radi al redenition of root phenomena
to resolve theoreti al in onsisten ies in an abstra t fashion, then the theory,
even though yielding a mu h desired resultor rather, espe ially if it yields
a mu h desired resultshould be met with far more doubt than alternative physi s interpretations that do not yield dierent equations; those are
food for the imagination, if nothing else. One must not, however, ridi ule
proje tion of

onsequen es of however small ee ts to their possible

sions, even if, relative to the notion of

on lu-

ompletely dragged aether, the slight

annual displa ement pattern known as stellar aberration was what

aused

abandonment of propagation medium as well as distortion of the denition
of time. Had these

on lusions been otherwise manifest, whi h, indeed, was

what Einstein attempted to show that they were, then expedien e would not
be involved at all.

On Pride
Any programmer is disabused of a

ertain sense of pride early onafter a

few hundred `dis overies of aws in the programming language' has turned

Although this has always been onsidered good s ien e, it is by no means universal
among s ientists to remember a tually trying to disprove their theory; after all, the exhilaration of experimental onrmations is so mu h more uplifting and promising than
attempting to undermine one's glorious theoryin fa t, one may not really nd it in one's
heart to do so with the full for e of one's intelle tual artillery, be ause the theory is so
obviously true and beautiful...
4
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out to be aws in the program at hand. One learns to quell the pride that
ongratulates one with being the genius able to stroll right in and dis over
in pra ti ally no time what had eluded everyone else. One learns to give
su h pride its proper name: Stupid. Then, as one develops one's skills, going
on to honing them in some eld or other to levels mat hed by few others,
pride starts

ongratulating on e more, and must be put down repeatedly,

although one already knows it for being stupid. Rather than give up, though,
pride then pretends it has been defeated,
parti ularly

ongratulating one with the vi tory,

onsidering all one's talent and skill, making it no mean feat to

remain humble. . .
Is there any boy who does not fantasize about being applauded for some
grand a hievement, pi turing himself dealing more or less gra iously with a
host of devout worshippers and pronoun ing judgment on the ones he dislikes,
and banning unsavorable food for ed upon him by tyranni al parents while
he is at it? Fantasies about be oming `leader of the pa k' who all the
others follow. Whenever ambition is a
to

omplished, there is a strong impulse

elebrate in just the manner suggested by pride, and thus fantasies are

fed new fuel for per eiving their validation in reality, eager for the assuran e
that it is not base instin t but high virtue.

5

In exploration of truth, pride has no pla e. The exploration is a

om-

plished by opening one's mind, enabling it to re eive truth. One nds truth;
one does not

reate it.

6

The extent to whi h one

onsiders it one's own a -

omplishment, is the extent to whi h one's mind is
are found within, one does not posess truth; the
and through it all truth's innity, but it

losed. Although truths

onne tion is latently there,

an only be re eived as a gift; any

With not a few fullling their ambition by milking this raving.
Might one be forgiven for suggesting a rather thorough revision of names in physi s?
Formally speaking it is perfe tly true that the name does not matter; what is important
is what the name indi ates, so why not hoose names for laws, fundamental prin iples
and natural onstants after those who dis overed them? Initially, there is some sort of
pruden e in this, while the validity of the dis overy is still on trial, be ause then one may
more readily disso iate oneself from it if it turns out false. When the name of the dis overer
ontinues to be atta hed to what was dis overed, it is in honor of that dis overer, whi h
onvention is appealing to pride ( ompounded by the habit of expression that physi al
phenomena obey this or that law, almost elevating the dis overer to arbiter). Indeed, were
one to ompile a list of physi al laws, prin iples and onstants, one would get, essentially,
a memorial to outstanding physi ists, with only here and there a word to give a hint of
physi al signi an e, and that is the problem; the human mind has di ulties learning
and remembering arbitrary names, and keeping straight whi h denotes what. The hint,
the short des riptive, is far preferable when learning the eld, partly be ause one gets
some idea of whether something is relevant to one's urrent angle of approa h, but mostly
be ause it makes it easier to remember and apply the law or onstant or prin iple orre tly.
One may still get things messed up in memory to some extent, but not in the arbitrary
way of mixing up two names. On e all the names are learned, the problem no longer exists;
rather, it be omes a burden to learn new (des riptive) names, but for the a essibility of
physi s to new generations of students, perhaps the in onvenien e of swit hing to names
arefully hosen through mu h lose s rutiny and ontemplation may be endured. After
all, the naming pro ess itself an be quite an inspiring one.
5

6
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illusion of taking is but a pi king among what one already has. Oneness with
the journey requires absen e of ego. Awed gratitude for the blessing of experien ed truths is the most humble expression of self-ree tion, insofar one
resists turning it into pride in one's ability to experien e truth.
Never in the youthful fantasies does one
a

onsider pride to be absent from

omplishment, but if these fantasies in lude gaining a measure of wisdom,

then none of them

an be realized as they are fantasized, be ause growth of

wisdom and truths experien ed be ome dening for one's perspe tives, ever
evolving from previous states as long as one keeps up the exploration. The
desire for

elebration, grand parades and general admiration fades as one be-

omes in reasingly devoted to truth exploration, for whi h all the previously
desired honors would only be in the way as disturban es and distra tions,
with the danger of ensnaring one's attention so

ompletely that `reality' ap-

pears as the awakening from a mysterious dream that one

an no longer re-

vive be ause of attention's new ties to reality through per eived obligations
whi h one must keep busy to fulll. Confronted with expe tant regard, one
may, out of kindness, wish to respond amiably, rather than reje t and ignore
expe tations, and so one a

epts the mantle of authority, impli itly perpet-

uating the belief that regarding authority is a virtue superior to individual
responsibility.
Beware pride's temptation; pride is a most unfailing herald of untruth.
To explain: One may

onsider imagination ever truthful, if one remembers to

put revelations into the

ontext in whi h they were per eived. In the same

manner, one may always be truthful by adding expli it subje tivity to one's
statements, whi h then be ome renderings of one's impressions and
beliefs. To avoid su h repeated expli itation, one may

urrent

onsider subje tivity

impli itly understood. However, as people generally omit subje tivity in formulation as well as intent, so imagination's dis overies are often taken out of
ontext, or (mis)applied in a dierent
truth is of one's personal

ontext. In this manner the professed

reation, rather than revelation humbly per eived,

and so it is that the person, per eiving one's own authority, be omes prideful.
Pride, then, heralds one's own misinterpretation.

7

One may indeed have fallen vi tim to pride, proposing that temporal
relativity is erroneous, despite having been held to be true by physi ists in

There is a very lose alternate perspe tive on this, whi h onsiders re ognizable ideas
to be only approximate arriers of the onne tion that was revealed, just like words are
but approximate arriers of intent, entailing that a revelation must express itself in one's
own `vo abulary' of ideas, thus requiring interpretation to nd out the true meaning. The
distin tion is ne and fragile, onsidering that ognition is qui k to substitute impressions
with approximate ideas already known, so the revelation loses granularity and be omes
distorted already while memorizing, and mu h more so in the formulation pro ess; that
is, the distin tion laims that the revelation was more truthful before ognition was done.
One then requires another revelation, or a renewal of the revelation, in order to lear it up
by ne-tuning the ideas with whi h it is memorized. Whether or not the distin tion is true,
although an interesting question, is not relevant here, be ause as long as one is expressing
oneself in terms of attempts at meaningful interpretation, then pride is not present.
7
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general for a long time. Thus, one must show, as far as one is able, that it is
not pride speaking, but rst, to illustrate how pride
its reasoning, one will

an be very persuasive in

onfess a little story, whi h is quite analogous to Ein-

stein's reasoning (in the quote heading the subse tion `Abandoning absolute
time') about philosophers doing philosophy being all well and good, as long as
theoreti al physi s have no reason to question ideas

onsidered fundamental

in philosophy. Here goes: One had a tooth operation in whi h the broken root
of a tooth was removed; some time after the operation, though, there was
a sensation of something sharp pri king from the inside, as if a splinter had
been missed, and was now making a nuisan e of itself. The dentist, however,
s oed at the suggestion that he should have overlooked a splinter, insisting
that everything was quite as it should be, and after worrying at the `splinter
lo ation' for some time, one

ould, indeed, no longer distinguish the pri king

sensation. Yet the sensation returned on and o, in a small but annoying
way, and one even felt the splinter pri king on the other side as well when
worrying it, so one be ame in reasingly

onvin ed that the dentist had been

defensive due to wounded pride over the suggestion of his operation's imperfe tion, and one was even on the verge of removing it oneself (one `knows
best and feels more surely where the shoe pin hes'), using a sterilized needle
to poke a hole, but then risk of infe tion and inferiority of tools made one
onfront the dentist instead. As it turned out, there was some s arring tissue
making small knots, one of whi h pin hed, without there being anything behind to

ause the pri king. The sensation that there was some pri king by the

splinter on the other side when worrying it may have been due to the edge of
the rootless tooth `s raping' on the other side as the tooth was ro ked, yet it
may also have been an entirely psy hologi ally indu ed

onrmation of one's

onvi tion, as one has not been able to reprodu e the sensation after being
nally

onvin ed of one's error. One is by no means immune to erroneous

onvi tions. On the

ontrary, in one's primary eld, one adjusts erroneous

onvi tions (theoreti al aws) quite frequently, and
s ien e. In the
erroneous

alls this evolution of

ase of dental matters, one is able to maintain a quite simple

onvi tion for a long time, be ause one has little insight into dental

matters with whi h to

hallenge the

onvi tion.

Whereas Einstein entered philosophy with the intent of
thing in that eld, namely the

hanging some-

on ept of time, one entered physi s with the

intent of understanding temporal relativity. One's primary eld is

ognitive

dynami s, and one's angle of approa h that event indi ations are temporally

omparable. One was su iently a quainted with Relativity Theory to

know that temporal relativity would have some denite role in this regard,
the extent of whi h it was

onsequently ne essary to understand. One was

not at all relu tant, having long ago abandoned
ies of fundamental

utting of

orners in stud-

ognitive prin iples, and as temporal relativity, in the

manner explained, would be relevant for spatio-temporal

omparability of

information, one had to learn about it. One failed to grasp temporal relativity. Although there was some obs urity in the derivation (the train-and48

embankment thought experiment), it was not initially a reason to atta k
temporal relativity, be ause a more

lear derivation might be found else-

where, and the wide regard of Relativity Theory forbade amateur

riti ism

(although Einstein and other great physi ists have stipulated that the ideas
of physi s are not parti ularly ina

essible, only the ways of

al ulation based

upon those ideas may require advan ed studies). Thus, one was defeated in
the rst round by failure to understand it. One then dug deeper into physi s
to refresh and expand one's understanding of physi al phenomena, and it
was then, in a gradual way, that la k of explanation of
of alternative derivations (of temporal relativity) for
deepening denition of the problemati

riti al points, la k

omparison, and one's

points, lead to the emerging alter-

native theory of gravitation spa e as non-homogenous medium of radiation
propagation that seemed everywhere a viable alternative, when adjusted for
awed interpretations and mistaken assumptions along the way.
Might one be straying from truth in feeling satised that temporal relativity is at best a tri k of

al ulation, making some sense only when the lo al

gravitational eld is the basi
length

ontra tion to

frame of referen e, with time dilation and

ompensate for the notion of homogenous, mediumless

spa etwi e an abstra t `bending out of wha k,' so to speak, to a

omodate

`straight spa e' for radiation isotropy regardless of inertial frame, when it appears non-homogeneity of spa e (medium density) is su ient varian e? In
ase one is enlightened to the
in

ontrary, one should admit to the foolishness

omposing the present treatment without dis overing the deeper truth,

but far more importantly, one would rejoi e in the enlightenment, as that
would most denitely expand one's horizons. Yet one is satised that said
relativity does not modify the idea of time, so
spatial and/or temporal

oo

omparison of time lines

urren e and/or dieren eis quite possible to

the extent one is able to translate between indi ations, whi h is enough as
regards fundamental

ognitive prin iples.

Cooperation vs. Competition
Everything that is really great and inspiring
is

reated by the individual who

an labor in freedom.

Albert Einstein, 1938

Pride, and in turn expedien e, is the

ause of the

ommuni ation gap be-

tween the ambitious and the truth explorers; to the former, pride is time's
arrot keeping them busy with progress, never minding truth or untruth,
only a

omplishment; in su h eyes `aimless' truth exploration is a waste of

time, and by their authority they re ommend going more dire tly for results, and by their power of inuen e they add to the expedien e of

utting

orners. To truth explorers, on the other hand, pride is a mental blindfold.
Thus, ambition's whip and

all for results obstru ts human evolution. Only
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with patien e

an truth be explored, and only with exploration of truth is

human potential in reased, and human evolution depends upon human potential. Praying for riddan e of extraneous tests and inuen es is not a desire
for easiness and relaxation; all evolution of

ons iousness in truth is fraught

with peril, not only pride's temptation to blindness and expedien e's temptation to

ut short one journey to get on with the next; for the opening mind

annot hide from itself, nor from its heritage, and so it must struggle with
guilt and forgiveness, personal and inherited, and nd harmonious resolution
without blo king, as integral part of being a truth explorer.

8

Competition is imposed by extraneous inuen es, making short uts expedient as means to leap ahead of the others, often leading to the least stable
foundation for further development being sele ted as winner, besides making
it strategi

to withhold insights from one another, ee tively turning truth

explorers against ea h other. Cooperation is the fruitful way; it suspends the
temporal whip, and restores sharing to the virtue that it is. Sharing truth,
everyone ends up with more than they had.
been) part of a group,

9

Those blessed to be (or have

ommunity or network, in whi h there is

ooperation

withholding nothing, know the mira le of sharing as something natural and
self-evident, whereas

ompetitors and s hemers s o at the notion, and so

they are unable to get past the

onvi tion that giving away means less for

themselves, when it is really a property of the attitude that it generates its
own fulllment, as it is then relu tan e to give that is shared and growing.
Where positive sharing is not

ommon pra ti e, a leap of faith is required to

make it so. It will not do to test the waters

autiously with one toe, with-

holding any real giving, at least until the prin iple has proven itself, in order
to avoid or minimize risk of loss in the experiment; one must leap all the way,
or never get to swimming.

These struggles are, of ourse, not undertaken only by truth explorers, but by the
ons ientious in general. However, while blo king always generates distortions to per eption a umulating in the long run, it is more debilitating the more one's work depends on
larity of per eption rather than routine, to nd and navigate new patterns rather than
honing uen y in known ones.
Einstein dis overed the prin iple behind lasers, whi h prin iple is an ex ellent illustration of the benet of ooperation. Radiation of ertain wavelengths in ertain ontexts
of matter will orrespond to the energy dieren e between two (or more) relatively stable energy levels, whi h, as has been des ribed, enables absorption. The rate of emission
and absorption is greatly in reased when radiation of the right wavelength(s) is already
present. With a bit of anthropomorphization, one might say that emission o urs mu h less
relu tantly, as there is plenty of other photons to absorb. The result is that photons of the
wavelength(s) already present will tend to be released in the material ontext, syn hronizing and sharing the free radiation ownaturally, this state only works as long as the free
ow is present; it will ease if the ow is drained externally. The anthropomorphization
of vanishing relu tan e is quite general; people are far more likely to do something when
others are already doing it. It requires daring to go rst. When everyone else is going, it
requires daring not to go.
8
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